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Abstract 

The removal of superficial layers on artworks including grease, dirty, various natural or 

synthetic varnishes that used in the past, is one of the most important mission in conservation 

of heritage [1]. Protective coatings and varnishes, such as terpenoid resins, waxes, siccative oil, 

and acrylic resins among others, would deteriorate under physical and chemical interactions 

with the surrounding environment, modifying the original appearance of artworks and 

compromising their conservation. Recently, many research efforts have been devoted to 

assess sustainable approaches for cleaning together with non-invasive techniques for 

evaluation the cleaning efficiency and effects of the treatments.  

In the last decade, gel system applied for removal of aged varnishes or coatings from artwork 

surfaces have gained considerable popularity, in particular their ability to retain solvents, 

providing a more controlled and superficial cleaning action, respect to the traditional methods 

based on the use of neat organic solvents. In the previous study, we proposed new 

biocompatible and green cleaning systems of poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB)-based gels with 

γ-valerolactone (GVL) as solvent, for the removal of terpenic and synthetic varnishes from oil 

and water sensitive egg tempera paintings [2],[3]. 

The application of green bio-based cleaning approaches for conservation field is beneficial 

not only for the artworks, but also for restorer and environment. In this dissertation, we focus 

on developing new green bio-based gel systems and evaluating both the cleaning efficiency 

and the release of residues on the treated surface, different micro or no destructive techniques, 

such as optical microscopy, TGA, FTIR spectroscopy, HS-SPME and micro-Spatially Offset 

Raman spectroscopy (micro-SORS) were tested, proposing advanced analytical protocols. 

In the first part, a ternary PHB-DMC/BD gel system composed by biodiesel (BD), dimethyl 

carbonate (DMC) and PHB was developed for cleaning of wax-based coatings applied on 

indoor bronze. The evaluation of the cleaning efficacy of the gel was carried out on a standard 

bronze sample, which was melted and covered with a beeswax-based coating by restorers of 

Opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence. Results obtained by µFTIR analysis showed an 

efficient removal of the coating. GC-MS was applied for evaluating the extract from the 

cleaned area of copper sheet mock-up, in order to quantitate the BD residues after wet cotton 
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swabs and gel cleaning. The PHB-DMC/BD gel was finally tested on a real case precious 

indoor bronze sculpture Pulpito della Passione attributed to Donatello, and showed good 

performance for removal of the aged wax containing coating.  

In the second part, two new kinds of combined gels based on electrospun tissues and 

PHB-GVL gel were developed for removal of dammar varnish from painting. Electrospinning 

as a novel nanofiber producing technology which applied for producing high surface area and 

flexible fibre members, with large surface area, small aperture, biocompatibility and perfect 

mechanical properties. Thanks to their properties they have been already used in 

pharmaceutical and engineering researches [4]. The electrospun combined gels of 

PVA/PHB-GVL and nylon/PHB-GVL exhibited an outstanding mechanical property, which 

easy operation and peel off from the treatment surface. The cleaning tests were performed on 

different thickness dammar decorated painting mock-ups, results obtained by ATR analysis 

revealed the combined gels are efficient in cleaning over normal gel. TGA analysis showed 

that the combined gels prone to release larger amount of solvent than normal gel in the room 

temperature. SEM was applied for the characterization of morphologies both before and after 

used gels, a thick layer of dammar was observed on the after used electrospun combined gels, 

maybe because of their relative large solvent release and good absorption of swelling dammar 

varnish behavior, resulting in fast penetration of GVL into deep varnish layer. HS-SPME was 

applied for quantitative the amount of GVL residue after cleaning with the use of different 

gels, the results show that the combined gels have good retention ability in cleaning treatment 

over normal gel. 

In the third part, green deep eutectic solvent was proposed to produce the rigid gel with agar 

for the removal of proteinaceous coating from oil painting. Deep eutectic solvent (DES) is a 

type of solvent composed of a salt with a hydrogen bond donor at room temperature that has a 

lower melting point than either of the individual components. In this research, an advanced 

DES-agar gel system consists of urea, choline chloride and agar was developed, rabbit glue 

and whole egg decorated oil painting mock-ups were selected for evaluating its cleaning 

efficiency, results obtained by ATR analysis showed the DES-agar gel has good cleaning 

performance. Further residues analysis demonstrated no DES residues were left on the 

surface. 

Furthermore, we proposed micro-Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (micro-SORS) as a 
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valuable alternative non-destructive method to explore the DES diffusion on painting 

mock-up. SORS-Raman is a new technique was recently developed, the technique combines 

conventional macroscale SORS with microscopy permitting the study of micrometer-scale 

turbid layers [5]. In this research, egg tempera was selected due to the interference of 

background fluorescence is much lower than oil painting, in addition, the DES residues can 

have a long term effects with proteinaceous binder paint. The defocusing micro-SORS 

measurements were acquired at imaged and defocused positions moving the objective away 

from the sample in vertical direction. The results revealed that the DES mainly distributed on 

the sample surface after different treatments of DES drop, DES cotton swab cleaning and 

DES agar gel cleaning, the DES was decreased with increasing of depth. Moreover, the DES 

agar gel cleaning has lower amount of solvent residues on the surface than the other 

applications. Further experiments demonstrated that after the diffusion and absorption process, 

the DES residues on the surface were too few and barely detectable. As a result, the 

noninvasive micro-SORS technique was successful applied for monitoring the liquid diffusion 

behavior in painting sub-layer, providing a great and useful instrument for noninvasive 

residues detection in the conservation field. 
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Chapter 1 The development of artworks cleaning and 

assessment methodology 

1.1 Introduction 

The cleaning of a painting means the removal of any unwanted material that has been 

deposited on its surface since it was created, including any coatings applied initially to protect 

the surface that have subsequently deteriorated. It may also be any accumulation on its 

surface either from atmospheric deposition or by accretions of material from specific 

activities, perhaps of historic interest [6].  

Traditional cleaning of artworks including the use of neat solvents, applied with cotton swabs 

[7]. This cleaning method showed the disadvantages in unable control over capillary flow 

through the substrate. For painting, the capillary flow readily causes swelling and leaching of 

pigment layer and undesired removal of original substance. For other texture artworks, when 

use of solvent cleaning for removal of dirt or varnishes from particularly porous surfaces like 

stone or wood, free solvents with the dissolved materials may penetrate in the sub layer make 

impossible further removal procedures, resulting in a long term of risk for the artworks. To 

overcome the disadvantages of solvent cleaning system, gel system was proposed for removal 

of undesired varnishes in last decades. Comparison with solvent cleaning, the gel system has 

good solvent retention ability which provides more controllable cleaning, resulting a less 

affection to the original substance. In particular, the development of green and biodegraded 

cleaning system not only beneficial to the human health and environment but also reduce the 

risk for artworks. In the first chapter, various coating materials have been introduced, 

including the mostly used materials for finishing the artworks like nature source resins, waxes, 

drying oils and proteinaceous. The cleaning strategies described here are not limited to 

solvents or gels cleaning, but also include the latest progress of other general cleaning 

systems such as laser and biotechnology cleaning.  

To understand the physical and chemical properties of artworks are the crucial points to 

implement any conservation or restoration of artworks. Nowadays, various analytical 

techniques could available to provide not only the artworks composition and physical 

structure, but also can be used to monitor the processes of degradation and deterioration 
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processes [8]. Microscopy-based techniques are applied to characterize the surface 

morphologies, such as OM, SEM and AFM, which can provide the different scales 

information from macro to nano scale. For spectroscopy and chromatography techniques such 

as FTIR, Raman, HPLC and GCMS can provide the organic and inorganic molecular 

information of the substances. In many cases, sampling is required for a micro invasive 

analysis to obtain more information, cross-section is usually prepared since they can be 

directly used to observe the layer structure of the artworks. Therefore, the design of a 

complementary, integrated protocol of analysis is often necessary in order to investigate as 

much as possible information from a small amount of sample. In this thesis we combined with 

the application of different micro or no destructive techniques, such as optical microscopy, 

SEM, TGA, FTIR spectroscopy, SPME and micro-Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy 

(micro-SORS), prosing advanced analytical protocols for evaluating the cleaning efficiency 

and residues of the new gel cleaning system. 

1.2 Typical coating of artworks 

"They make such a commotion about it, that it would seem that gloss is the only beauty, and 

varnish the apogee of art" Marco Boschini mentioned in 1660s [9]. 

"When a work is painted to the last degree of perfection, it can be considered from close to: it 

has the advantage of appearing stronger and three-dimensional" André Félibien wrote in 

1680s [9],[10]. 

Varnishes serve as the protective coating and provide the color saturation and gloss for 

improving the painting‟s appearance. In detail, the rough surfaces of artworks were become 

smooth after applying a layer of varnish, resulting in reduced scattering and increased 

specular reflection of the light at surface, the darker changing is because of the pigment 

particles covered by the varnish result a higher refractive index than exposure in air. Most of 

the old master paintings especially those created before nineteenth century were applied the 

transparent layer for above reasons, but situation was gradually changed after the late of 

nineteenth century due to the new painting techniques and materials were developed, the use 

of varnishes are reduced.  

Varnish resins such as dammar, sandarac, mastic, acaroid, and hard copal have been used in 

different periods for different purposes (different texture artworks). Among them, copal resins 
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could produce the hardest and most durable varnishes, whereas dammar resins are outstanding 

for their more transparent, pale and ageing resistance performances. Other resins are usually 

applied for special varnishes, such as sandarac for metal and paper, acaroid resins for metal 

and leather, mastic for protecting oil and watercolor paintings [11].  

Resins collected in the liquid state and applied directly to the surface to be varnished without 

use of any solvents are called lacquers [11]. Historically, paint varnishes have undergone 

changes in composition and application. In the old recipe, oil species of natural resins such as 

sandarac, gum and mastic were prepared by boiling or solubilized in drying oil such as 

linseed, walnut oil, or poppy oil. The other varnishes such as wax, egg whites were used alone 

or mix with other materials. The oil varnishes have disadvantages in drying slowly, easy 

yellowing, rather viscous and hard to apply. Afterwards, spirit varnishes which prepared by 

natural resins consist of resins (mastic from the Pistacia genus, sandarac, rosin and seldom 

Venice Turpentine) in the volatile solvents (terpentine oil) become more and more popular. 

Since the dammar resin was introduced in Europe in the 19th century, the use of dammar with 

volatile solvent served as a protective coating gradually replaced the position of other kind of 

varnishes, become the main painting varnishes, due to their better performance in aging 

resistance and mechanical property than other varnishes like mastic and sandarac. After 19th 

century, the synthetic technique enhanced, the synthetic varnishes were also developed and 

widely used such as Paraloid B72, mainly because of their ageing resistance and relative 

simple composition advantages, however many of them showed the non-ideal physical 

properties, such as polyvinyl acetate and polycyclohexanone resins [12],[13]. 

However, varnishes applied on the surface are the most vulnerable parts of artworks, with 

time, aging and exposure to light would change the composition of varnishes, oxidized 

species and high molecular weight materials could produce due to the condensation and the 

light-induced radical reactions. These transformations, which depend on the environments 

including exposure time, light wavelength and thickness of the layer, giving the varnish 

different level of yellowish color and degradation [14]–[17].  

1.2.1 Wax 

Since the ancient Greeks and Romans waxes were started their important application as 

medium on panel and wall paintings. They were also considered to use as wax varnishes on 
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marble columns, paintings, wooden ships, ivories and metal surfaces for saturating the surface 

color or protection purposes, due to their advantages of low water vapor permeability and low 

gloss [18],[19]. Waxes are amorphous substances principally composed by long chain aliphatic 

molecules which contain 20-50 carbon atoms in each chain and they show the amorphous 

regions by chain-chain and tail-tail stacking and are surrounded by disordered chains [20]. 

Waxes as the non-polymer compounds with low molecular weight and high water repellency, 

the low cohesive and adhesive properties result they are easily penetrate into the porosity of 

the objects. 

The common used waxes are widely produced from plants, animals and insects including 

wool wax, montan wax, carnauba wax and beeswax. They mainly consist of free fatty acids, 

free alcohols or sterols, and hydrocarbon. Among these different sources of waxes, beeswax is 

one of the mostly used medium or varnish for artworks, it is produced from hive bee, the main 

components of beeswax are straight chain, saturated hydrocarbons and esters. The derivative 

of beeswax like carthaginian or punic wax was produced by boiling the original beeswax with 

seawater and soda several times, and removal of the solution every time. In the old recipe, it 

has been applied as encaustic technique in painting. With regard to the varnish, a melting of 

waxes at below 100°C was mostly used for finishing the artworks [21].  

As waxes age, their chemical composition alters, as well as the crystalline structure, grain size, 

bulk mechanical properties, solubility, and workability due to the microchemical reaction 

during degraded procedure with chains cross-linked, oxidation and chain scission. The 

degraded processes of wax as a varnish for metal surfaces when exposure outside have been 

studied. A mechanism based on electrochemical corrosion was proposed. Figure 1.1 showed 

the aged procedure at different stages, stage 0 represents a fresh wax coating with high barrier 

properties. Stage 1b represents the coating failure process, due to the presence of trans-film 

pores that allow electrolyte permeation, this stage occurs almost immediately upon exposure 

outdoors. Stage 2 represents a coating that fails from extensive cracking and under-film 

corrosion. Stage 3 represents a completely degraded coating with little wax remaining and 

extensive corrosion of the substrate [22]. 
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Figure 1.1 The degradation stages of wax coating on metal surface, insets detail the structural, 

chemical, and barrier properties of the system 

1.2.2 Varnish resins 

Resins are the sticky secretions from trees and play a role in protecting against herbivores and 

microorganisms, they would harden once exposed to air environment by evaporation of 

volatile fractions or partially oxidative polymerization of some components. The terpenoid 

resins are composed by different length linking of isoprene units (C5H8), the additional 

components including alcohols, aldehydes, esters and amorphous neutral substances. 

Terpenoids can divide into monoterpenoid, sesquiterpenoid, diterpenoid and triterpenoid 

which have 10, 15, 20 and 30 carbon atoms per molecular respectively. Different terpenoids 

showed different behavior in evaporation ability, the volatile fractions usually composed by 

monoterpenoid, sesquiterpenoid and part of diterpenoid, the nonvolatile fractions mainly 

composed by diterpenoid and triterpenoid acids, because of the mono- and sesquiterpenoid 

(figure 1.2) are liquids at room temperature, they usually serve as solvents (the feedstock of 

volatile terpentine oil) to dissolve the solid formulation of diterpenoid and triterpenoid. As a 

result, diterpenoid and triterpenoid such as dammar, sandarac, mastic, acaroid, and hard copal, 

have become the most commonly used materials for painting in history.  
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Figure 1.2 Structure of some common monoterpenoids and sesquiterpenoids constituting 

conifer and angiosperm resins that are used commercially 

Sandarac and Copal resins 

The diterpenoids are mainly produce from conifer resins, they are characterized by three main 

skeletal types including abietane, pimarane, and labdane, distributing in different conifer 

families such as Pinaceae (Abietane and pimarane type diterpenic acids), Araucariaceae 

(Labdane type compounds) (figure 1.3). The diterpenoid resins have been used for varnishes 

in the history, such as pin resin, Venice turpentine, Sandarac and Copals.  

Sandarac is a commonly used varnish resin in the early stage, sandarac mainly produced from 

Tetraclinus articulate plant located in North African, it produces a hard, white, spirit varnish 

that may be brittle if not mixed with other resins, and the gloss varies according to the solvent. 

During the 12th-15th centuries, it was boiled with linseed oil to prepare the varnishes. After 

16th centuries, it was used as a spirit varnish with the volatile terpentine oil.  
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Copal has been used for painting medium and varnishes, copal mainly consists of 

diterpenoids producers from Araucariaceae and Leguminosae family widely distribution in 

Africa, Asia and south America, but after noticing its disadvantages of easy to turn dark and 

insoluble, they were not recommended as a final picture varnish in the 20th century [11]. 

Triterpenoid resins such as mastic and dammar, can be used alone or in a mixture with wax 

and oils, were the most popular varnishes in the past for artists and restorers because of their 

better adhesive, transparent, solubility and ageing resistance properties than diterpenoid resin 

varnishes. 

 

Figure 1.3 Some common diterpene resin acids 

Mastic 

Mastic is also a resin form conifer of the Anacardiaceae family, and produced by flowering 

plants (Pistacia lentiscus), mainly located in the Mediterranean region. More than 10 

nonvolatile components of triterpenoid acids such as moronic, oleanonic, masticadienolic, 
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masticadienonic, and oleanolic acids have been identified, a considerable amount of a 

polymeric component (1,4-poly-β-myrcene) and some other compounds from the neutral 

fraction include dipterocarpol, lupeol, β-amyrin, β-amyrone, oleanonic aldehyde, and 

germanicol were also present [11]. Serve as a varnish, mastic has many advantages in terms of 

good transparency, gloss and solubility, but it is prone to brittle and degraded in moisture 

environment. It was an important varnish species used for oil varnishes and spirit varnishes 

during different periods [23],[24].  

Dammar  

Dammar is a nature triterpene resin producing from the Dipterocarpaceae trees which mostly 

distributed in the tropical and subtropical regions especially in Malaya and Indonesia (figure 

1.4) [25],[26]. Dammar varnish known as a kind of spirit varnishes became widely used by artists 

and restorers since it introduced to the Europe during the nineteenth century and still be used 

today, due to its good performance in aging resistance and mechanical property over other 

varnishes like mastic and sandarac [13],[27].   

The composition of dammar varnish has been well investigated by many researches with 

different analysis techniques, this triterpenoid species resin consists tetracyclic triterpenoids 

of the dammarane series and minor amounts of pentacyclic triterpenoids of the series of 

olanane, ursane and hopane, additional a small sesquiterpenoid (C15) fraction and a small 

polymeric fraction [28],[29]. 

With aging, the composition of dammar become more complex, yellowing, cracking, brittle 

and the changing in solubility were observed in appearance, due to the oxidation in dammar 

resin is fast, it would take place over a short period around 6 months, no matter in light or 

darkness, regardless of the storage conditions [30],[31]. The oxidation is accompanied by partial 

polymerization and partial decomposition of the original constituents, and the autoxidation 

proceeds of radical chain reactions is shown in figure 1.5, when the light was not excluded, 

initiation through UV excitation of keto groups followed by alpha cleavage (Norrish reaction) 

has been proposed as a major initiation step.  
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Figure 1.4 Examples of some structural types common in triterpenoid resin components in 

the large tropical families Burseraceae, Dipterocarpaceae, and Anacardiaceae  

 

Figure 1.5 The proposed ageing process of dammar  

Synthetic varnishes  

Since the twentieth century, the development in chemistry enables to synthesize new 

polymers and provides highly degraded resistant property serve as varnishes. Among these 

materials, polyvinyl acetate was prepared by polymerization of vinyl acetate with a 

free-radical mechanism (figure 1.6a). Polyvinyl acetate could be swollen in water and showed 

an opaque white colour, however it will become transparent after drying. Due to the 
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advantages in light stable, it was widely used by artists and conservators since it was 

introduced in this field in 1932 [32]. Paraloid B-72 is another important synthetic varnish 

material mainly composed by ethyl-methacrylate copolymer (figure 1.6b). It shows good 

solubility in acetone, ethanol, toluene, xylenes and their mixture, after application, Paraloid 

B-72 showed stronger and harder than polyvinyl acetate without being extremely brittle. 

Comparing with natural resins, synthetic resins have more simple chemical structures, which 

easier for studying their transformation and degradation mechanism, they also exhibited more 

uniform and regular chemistry property. However, the synthetic resins have much longer 

polymer chain and less poly-dispersity than natural resins, thus lead to high viscosities and 

difficult to operate uniform layer [33],[34]. Afterwards, many new with low molecular weight 

polymer species were developed for varnishes, such as ketone, hydrogenated hydrocarbon and 

urea-alderhyde [35]. Ketone serves as a varnish show similar appearance to the natural resins, 

but the coating seems brittle and easy degradation [36]. Hydrogenated hydrocarbon coating 

could provide high stable and photochemical degradation resistant property, but its low glass 

transition temperature (<33°C) usually results in a tacky condition and easy to be polluted [37]. 

Urea-alderhyde coating can overcome the disadvantages and display both photochemical 

stability and low viscosity which has the potential application in the future [38].  

 

Figure 1.6 a) Structure of polyvinyl acetate (PVAC), b) Paraloid B72, copolymer structures of 

methyl acrylate and ethyl methacrylate 

1.2.3 Siccative oil 

Oil paints have been used for hundreds of years in the European tradition of panel and canvas 

painting since the fifteenth century. Siccative oils especially linseed oil were widely used as 

the medium for painting, also served as a binder or solvent to dissolve the varnishes. The 

artists believed that using the same medium in painting and final varnish could ensure a 

homogeneous constitution and reduce the crack. Due to their capacity of good optical and 

mechanical properties after drying, linseed oil has become the most commonly used siccative 
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oil. Linseed oil is natural fatty oil mainly consisting of mixtures of triglycerides, which 

composed by a glycerol molecule decorated with three fatty acid chains through ester group 

(figure 1.7). Typically, there are five types of fatty acids, including palmitic, stearic, oleic 

(C18H34O2), linoleic (C18H32O2) and linolenic acid (C18H30O2), the different percentages were 

listed in table 1.1, linseed oil contains over 80% of unsaturated fatty acids demonstrated the 

drying and harden procedure is based on the chemical polymerization via the double bonds by 

a free radical mechanism, the higher concentration of linolenic acid lead to the faster drying 

capacity [39]. The polymerization reaction of siccative oils is a three-step radical chain reaction: 

induction, propagation and termination. The oxygen in the air is the initiator for the first step 

of the desiccation process. The oxidation and cross-linking take place between of fatty acids, 

mainly through the reactive methylene groups positioned between the double bonds in the 

polyunsaturated acids. These reactions lead to form a three-dimensional polymeric network of 

cross-linked triglycerides [40].  

 

Figure 1.7 Typical structure of a linseed oil triglyceride, derived from palmitic, linoleic and 

linolenic acids. A=ester bond, B=reactive methylene 

Table 1.1 Typical percentages of component fatty acids in linseed oil 

Fatty acid Abbreviation Systematic name % 

Palmitic C16 Hexadecanoic 6 

Stearic C18 Octadecanoic 4 

Oleic C18:1 Cis-9-octadecenoic 22 
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Linoleic C18:2 Cis-9,12-octadecadienoic 16 

Linolenic C18:3 Cis-9,12,15-octadecatrienoic 52 

The old recipe for preparing the protective varnishes was to mix natural resins such as 

colophony with drying oil and heat, the oil varnishes were widely used in sixteenth century to 

eighteenth century to protect against air and humidity, and obtain a glossier and more 

saturated appearance. The main chemical components of these resins are various terpene or 

terponiod products, when under heating with drying oil, the diterpenic resin would take place 

of isomerization, dehydration, oxidation, polymerization and decarboxylation reactions. As an 

example, the presence of colophony may promote oil hydrolysis and suggested the reaction of 

molecules from linseed oil and colophony with each other, linseed oil and colophony 

compounds are most probably reacting together to form hybrid species, consist of 

oligomericditerpenes and/or hybrid glyceride-diterpene [41],[42]. 

1.2.4 Proteinaceous  

Proteins are large biomolecules composed of amino acids, containing both functional 

carboxylic acid group (-COOH) and basic amine (-NH2) and a side chain (-R) that is specific 

to each amino acid. Proteins consist of long polypeptides built from series of up to 20 

different amino acids, which the amino acids in a polypeptide chain are linked by peptide 

bonds (CO-NH). The number of amino acids and the sequence in which they are aligned in 

the chain identifies and gives specific structure and function to the proteins. The simplest 

protein is just consists of one polyamide with a primary structure of amino acid sequence. 

Secondary structure is local interactions between stretches of a polypeptide chain by 

hydrogen bonds, producing a spatial arrangement of the chain such as α-helix and β-pleated 

sheet and turns structures. Tertiary structure is the overall the three-dimension folding based 

on the secondary structure. Quarternary structure is the orientation and arrangement of several 

protein molecules to a single protein complex [43],[44]. 

Egg white contains about 88% of water, 11% of proteins, 0.2% of fat and 0.8% of ash [45]. The 

most abundant proteins in egg white are ovalbumin, conalbumin, ovomucoid and lysozyme. 

Whole egg is a complex mixture of proteins, water, carbohydrate, fat, ash and cholesterol. The 

main components of whole egg are egg-white (albumin) and egg-yolk [46]. Egg yolk consists 
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mainly of 68% low density lipoproteins, 16% high density lipoproteins, 10% of livetins and 4% 

of phosvitins [47]. Whole egg has been serves as a binder for pigments in tempera painting. 

This ancient technique was used for panel painting until the fourteenth century.  

Animal glues are natural polymers derived from mammalian or fish collagen, mainly consist 

of gelatin and lower molecular weight residues of collagen, keratin, and elastin. They usually 

used in historic and artistic objects, such as painting ground, binders for pigments, and 

adhesives [48]. Glue can increase the tensile strength, but becomes stiffer and more brittle upon 

artificial ageing under UV light, fluctuating RH and temperature [49]. The use of glue as a 

medium has been quite common in the tempera paintings, it was widely used not only as 

binder for pigment, but also mixed with gypsum for the preparation of the ground layer in 

painting. 

1.3 The cleaning strategy for artworks 

1.3.1 Traditional wet cleaning  

The varnish of a painting would become brittle, yellow and losing transparency after few 

decades, the cleaning process is to removal of the degraded varnish. Suggestions for the use 

of various kinds of solvents already existed in the early nineteenth century. Their effect on 

picture surfaces was described by Doerner in 1921, he mentioned “the strongest caustics, 

acids, and solvents are used without a second thought. Solutions with unknown composition, 

so-called secret solutions, are recommended to the public, as something anybody without any 

knowledge can use to clean pictures” [50]. In that period, there is no clearly concept for 

removal of varnishes or cleaning, but of scrubbing, washing, and refreshing pictures. 

Different organic or inorganic solvents like caustics, acids, soaps, solvents, and ethereal oils 

were used. Every ingredient from the kitchen was also put on the table: egg yolks, bread, 

vegetable juices, onions, garlic, and much more [51]. Afterwards, in the mid-nineteenth century, 

questions and concerns about new painting techniques and approaches to cleaning paintings 

were started by scientists, in order to find a new fundamental starting point for interventions. 

Traditionally, solvents have been the most common choices for removing the discoloured and 

degraded varnish, spirits of turpentine and wine, lye soap, pot ash and alkaline, various 

methods with liquid were used to solubilized, saponification or alkaline hydrolysis for the 
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further removal of unwanted varnishes. Thus, more and more attention to the threat of 

painting when applied the solvents for cleaning due to the successful and failure experiences. 

A long time has been taken to recognize the risks inherent in exposing painted surfaces to 

cleaning agents, the systematic scientific studies of the effects of cleaning solvents on varnish 

and oil films were not attempted until Stout‟s investigations in the 1930s. Stolow measured 

the swelling of paint films by organic solvents, providing the first framework in which to 

compare our choice of solvents in 1956, the risk of leaching was also observed. Afterwards, 

Ruhemann described the critical study in using very small swabs to check each area and 

confine any potential damage at the level of visual resolution [52]. Conservators applied a 

variety of solvents to remove aged varnishes, the Teas diagram was the first three-dimensional 

map of solubility, providing a theoretical framework of categorizing solvents, helping 

simplified and logical way to predict effective solvents or solvent blends for a given resins 

[53],[54]. 

In Italy, after the second half of the twentieth century, the cleaning of paintings artworks was 

mainly performed with neutral organic solvents and acid or alkaline components, sometimes 

mixed together with water. One of the most important practical skills for restorer is dealing 

the cleaning treatment and solve some difficulties during the practice, based on a set of 

formulas and recipes (table 1.2) for removal of varnishes and retouchings [55]. 

Table 1.2 Some common mixtures employed in restoration. Note that the acronyms stem 

from the Italian name of the solvents. DMF=dimethylformamide; n/a=not applicable 

Mixtures Components  Ratio  

2 A Water + ammonia 1:1 

3 A Water + acetone + ethanol 1:1:1 

4 A Water + acetone + ethanol + acetone 1:1:1:1 

AB Water + butylamine 1:1 

ABD Water + butylamine + DMF 1:1:1 

Benzine 80°C-100°C Hydrocarbons n/a 

Nitro thinner Mixture of esters, ketones, alcohols, and 

aromatic hydrocarbons 

variable, depending 

on the producer 

DA DMF + amyl acetate 1:1 
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DAN DMF + amyl acetate + nitro thinner 1:1:1 

DIDAX DMF + synthetic thinner + xylol + acetone 

(35 + 15 + 10 + 10 mL, respectively) 

3.5:1.5:1:1 

Petroleum ether Hydrocarbons n/a 

White spirit Hydrocarbons n/a 

However, the use of solvents applied over the surface may affect the pigments and medium in 

a nondesirable and nonreversible way, because it is difficult to control the penetration into the 

paint layers [56]. The solvent cleaning procedure involves several crucial issues, the diffusion 

of free solvents through works of art can produce the swelling or solubilization of sensitive 

original materials, such as pigments, dyes and binders. Once the pigments solubilized even a 

few amount in the solvents could lead to de-bonding of the medium, which may explain some 

blanching or color lifting phenomena. Usually, alcohols and water preferentially affect 

inorganic pigments, while ketones and less polar solvents preferentially affect organic 

pigments (dyes). Moreover, any solubilized contaminants, varnishes and adhesives can be 

diffused by solvents within the pores of the artifact, which means that part of the unwanted 

layers is prone to move deeper in the painting by capillarity. Finally, most of organic solvents 

commonly used in restoration are different level of volatile and toxic, hence potentially 

harmful both to restorers and environment.  

The leaching of oil painting layer by solvents has been widely studied since 1950s [57], the 

soluble and non-cross linked components in the binding medium are the main leaching out 

components such as glyceride monomers and dimers. Subsequent studies have shown that a 

solution of varnish produced during the cleaning procedure can have a measurable leaching 

effect on a paint film [58]. In the meantime, the organic used in the cleaning could also 

promote the fatty acid carboxylates (metal soaps, formed by free fatty acid and metallic 

pigments) migrate in painting layer, lead to a significant impact on a painting‟s appearance [59]. 

Different periods painting samples from seventeenth to nineteenth centuries were cleaned by 

polar solvents, the results indicated a small but measurable extraction of fatty acids in some 

cases were detected in part of samples, and other no, suggested that for the old painting with 

hundreds of years age exposed to solvents in normal cleaning condition, leaching likely 

occurs at very low levels [60]. 
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The leaching phenomenon has been also tested on egg tempera with solvents cleaning, the 

traditional solvents wet cleaning procedure (application of cotton swabs with light rolled over 

painting surface methods) were tested on both fresh and aged egg tempera (from the 

sixteenth-century painting) painting surfaces, aiming to evaluate the organic solvents effect 

with egg binder [61]. Different cleaning agents including the organic of ethanol or acetone, 

isooctane, and water were used. The results depended on their polarity, which isooctane 

mainly removes fatty acids and cholesterol, and water removes only amino acids. It was 

observed that the main leaching component is lipid, and more in the fresh samples, due to the 

unsaturated fatty acids has completely reacted in old painting. Besides, leaching phenomenon 

prefer in a layer without pigments than pigments layer. In addition, amino acids were also 

detected even in the old master painting. 

Alkyd resins represent one of the most important classes of binding media of the twentieth 

century. The general paint rules that apply to alkyds are similar with classic oils such as 

ground, varnishes, as well as solvents applied for cleaning [62]. The leaching of alkyds painting 

after cleaning has been evaluated with six solvents or their mixture, including n-hexane, 

toluene, chloroform, diethyl ether, acetone, and ethanol. The results indicated the smaller 

components such as free fatty acids, dicarbonic acids, and oxidized products of fragmentation 

prone to have better solubility and readily tend to be susceptible to leaching. Under the 

cleaning with different solvents, the more polarity of the solvent mixture results in increased 

leaching of polar oily components, while the ethanol and its mixture proved to be more 

destructive to the painting. Besides, the main leaching component during the solvent cleaning 

was found to be a waxy rheological additive based on hydrogenated castor oil, which 

generally served as additive in modern paint systems [63]. 

1.3.2 Laser cleaning 

The first attempted with laser cleaning in cultural heritage was by Schawlow in 1965, a ruby 

pulsed laser was tested for removal of ink pigments from paper without noticeably affecting 

the underlying paper [64]. Afterwards, since 1970s laser was started and widely used for 

removal of encrustations from stone sculptures and corrosions from metal objects, and show 

very good cleaning efficiency [65]. Laser cleaning relies on the ablation effect, as a result of 

short and strong pulse irradiation at stated wavelengths which are strongly absorbed by the 
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objects. Generally, Laser cleaning technique can be used alone or combined with traditional 

cleaning methods (laser application followed by solvent or scalpel cleaning) to obtain a more 

efficient and safe result [66]. Neodymium laser (Nd: YAG) is the most commonly used laser for 

cleaning the stone artworks. Excimer laser emitting in the ultraviolet is mainly used for the 

removal of degraded varnishes from paintings, due to the fact that varnish absorbs strongly in 

the UV that shows efficient material removal, with minimal light penetration to the sublayers 

[67]. Laser-assisted removal of degraded varnish coatings showed advantages of the high 

spatial resolution, accuracy, noncontact, material selectivity and immediate feedback 

associated with the process of laser ablation over other conventional cleaning methodologies 

applied for cleaning [68].  

However, laser cleaning is an intrusive technique and should be used with good control 

methodologies, appropriate parameters could promote the laser cleaning effective, selective, 

and safe. Thus, for the removal of varnishes from painting artworks, laser application is one 

of the most delicate operations and requires a thorough study of the laser induced thermal, 

photochemical, and photomechanical effects in order to avoid the damage of paint layer [69]. 

The potential risks could occur once the coating layer has been removed, the radiation will 

penetrate the painting layer, if there are no prevention and control measures. The irradiation in 

sub-layer could induce discoloration of the painting depending on the pigment components 

affected by the laser radiation. It was suggested that photochemical modifications could occur 

from the radicals, ions and radicals inspired from the laser ablation could produce 

photo-oxidation products [70]. Evidence suggested the photo-oxidation may cause some 

components decomposition, depolymerization or cross-linking during the heating ablation 

process [67],[71]. Therefore, laser research is nowadays focus on the development and 

enhancement of the controllable removal of aged protective layers. 

There are different types of laser have been used in laser cleaning of paintings, such as 

Excimer laser, Nd: YAG laser and Er: YAG laser. Excimer laser is a form of ultraviolet laser 

emitting the wavelengths in the Uv region, various wavelength depends on the molecules be 

used, for example: ArF (193 nm), KrF (248 nm), XeBr (282 nm), XeCl (308 nm) and XeF 

(351 nm) 
[72],[73]

. The removal of degraded varnishes and over-paintings with minimum light 

penetration and thermal effects to the painting layer has been demonstrated based on the use 

of a KrF excimer laser operating at 248 nm with a nanosecond (ns) pulse duration [68],[74]. 
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Other two different wavelength ultraviolet laser pulses at 398 and 265 nm both in the 

femtosecond (fs) and nanosecond (ns) durations, and single pulses in the ns domain at 213 nm 

were tested for the removal of shellac varnish from tempera paints. The results indicated that 

the irradiation of the coating with fs pulses would change the structure of the varnish and 

results in degradation of the pigment layer. While the cleaning with pulses of 15 ns at the 

highly absorbed wavelength of 213 nm enable a gradual control for the removal of varnish 

without noticeable modification of the pigment layer [75]. 

Nd: YAG (neodymium-doped: yttrium aluminium garnet, Nd: Y3Al5O12) is a common type of 

laser which widely used for stone cleaning applications. The emitting light wavelengths 

mainly in the near infrared region, typically λ = 1064 nm (ω). For many applications, the 

infrared light is frequency-doubled, -tripled or more using nonlinear optical materials to 

obtain various wavelengths of λ = 532 nm (2ω), λ = 355 nm (3ω), λ = 266 nm (4ω), and λ = 

213 nm (5ω) [76]. The infrared irradiation tends to active photothermal transformation, enable 

breaking inorganic component bonds. The effects with organic components are less due to the 

energy is insufficient to break the covalent bonds, this type of laser could also exhibit good 

performance for cleaning painting artworks. Research has been applied Nd: YAG laser for 

removal of terpenic resin from painting mock-up, in the case of without any liquid assists, the 

main alterations observed were blanching or darkening (linseed binder) effects, which were 

precursors of ablation of the paint layer observed at higher fluences. The damage situation 

was strongly related to the type of pigments, especially lead white, cinnabar, and minium, 

they are sensitive to laser heating. However, the side effect was significant reduced when lead 

white was mixed with some pigments such as red ochre or lapislazuli [77]. Cleaning tests were 

performed for removal of black carbon layers and darkened varnishes from egg tempera 

mock-ups, with the appropriate parameters which under the threshold, the complete cleaning 

without any observable damage was achieved, also for green earth and lapislazuli mixed with 

lead white (figure 1.8) [78]  
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Figure 1.8 LQS1 Nd: YAG (1064 nm/120 ns) laser gradual removal of different coating from 

egg tempera mock-ups, a) black crust on yellow ochre in egg tempera, b) and of doped 

dammar on red ochre, c) and malachite 

Er: YAG laser (erbium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet laser, erbium YAG laser) emits light 

wavelength of 2940 nm in mid-infrared region, this wavelength light is highly absorbed by 

O-H bond especially in aqueous solvents, which could prevent the penetration in presence of 

components contain O-H groups. If the treated objective doesn‟t have O-H group, the addition 

of hydroxylated solvents could also achieve the function in limiting the radiation and heat 

penetration [79]. Er: YAG laser equipment with threshold conditions of energies lower than 20 

mJ at 15 pps assisted by wetting polar agents such as water/ethanol mixture (U1), can be 

safely used for selectively collecting thin layers from paintings [80].  

1.3.3 Microemulsions and micelles cleaning 

Amphipathy compounds contain a polar group and an aliphatic tail, could solubilize both in 

water and organic solvents such as the surfactants. Once the concentration is higher than 

critical micelle concentration (CMC), the amphipathy molecular will aggregate to form 

micelles. Micellar and microemulsive solution were produced by surfactant when above the 

CMC concentration (figure 1.9). Microemulsions were firstly used for cleaning objective in 
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1991 by Ferroni and his cooperator, dodecane-in-water which sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) 

as a surfactant and 1-pentanol as a co-surfactant, was selected for removal of the candle wax 

deposits. The new cleaning system showed high efficiency in cleaning the wax, afterwards, it 

got more and more attention, and a series of advanced microemulsions and micellar were 

developed by researchers [81]. 

Micellar and microemulsive systems for removal of aged coating from artworks were more 

developed in last decades, these small nano-sized droplets play an important role for 

confinement of organic solvent, controlling the release of solvent during the application. Both 

microemulsions and micellar solutions are optically transparent appearance and 

thermodynamically stable. The differences of microemulsions and micellar are mainly in the 

former presents a second liquid component termed the dispersed phase that is insoluble in the 

solvent, which is termed the continuous phase. The dispersed phase forms microdroplets in 

the continuous phase, which are stabilized by adsorption of the surfactant at the interface 

between the microdroplets and the solvent [81]. 

 

Figure 1.9 Different types of aggregates formed by surfactant molecules: (a) surfactant 

molecule; (b) spherical micelle; (c) reversed micelle; (d) oil-in-water microemulsion; (e) 

water-in-oil microemulsion 

Oil in water (o/w) microemulsions and micellar solutions based on the blend of surfactant of 

sodium dodecylsulphate and 1-pentanol was reported for removal of vinyl and acrylic resin 

from wall paintings. The microemulsions and micellar showed the advantages in reduced the 

amount of organic solvent and minimized the diffusion in the painting layer, due to form a 

hydrophilic barrier that can prevent the hydrophobic materials penetrate in the board [81]. A 
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new nanofluid miceller system produced by water, SDS, 1-pentanol, ethyl acetate, and 

propylene carbonate was developed (figure 1.10) [82]. This miceller system blended with 

cellulose pulp poultice, and applied with a rice paper barrier for removal of acrylic and vinyl/ 

acrylic copolymers coating from mural painting. A mechanism of the cleaning was also 

proposed with the coating was swollen in the micelles provided extracts, and the swollen 

coating would separate with surface once the micelles turn small and re-organize the structure 

with the solvents outflow.  

 

Figure 1.10 The components of micelles (left); the proposed mechanism of interaction 

between the micelles of the micelle system and the polymer coating (right) 

An environmentally-friendly nonionic/cationic (insensitive with divalent metal ions) type of 

ternary o/w microemulsion consists of diethyl carbonate (oil phase), N, 

N-Dimethyldodecan-1-amine oxide (surfactant) and water was proposed [83]. The 

microemulsion was blended with cellulose pulp poultice, and applied with a rice paper barrier 

for removal of acrylic polymer coating from mural painting (figure 1.11). 
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Figure 1.11 The components of Microemulsion (left); FT-IR spectra on the fresco mock-up 

(right), Black line: untreated fresco surface; Red line: area coated with Primal AC33®; Green 

line: green line: after cleaning 

1.3.4 Biotechnology cleaning 

The tools of biotechnology have a great and largely untapped potential for the conservation 

and restoration of in cultural heritage field [84]. Enzymes are composed by proteins with 

specific amino acids sequences and unique three dimensional configuration that allows the 

recognition with certain specified materials in active position, that have been described many 

times as a lock and key system [85]. 

Since the 1970s, the enzymes have been found the application in conservation field for the 

removal of unwanted substances in a controlled condition. Enzymes, in particular hydrolytic 

enzymes have been proved the possibility in removal of the proteinaceous coating and 

starch-containing materials. In the certain conditions with aqueous medium and appropriate 

pH, the aged and insoluble protein-based materials, starch-based glues, and oil-bound 

overpaints enable be effectively removed with proteases, amylases, and esterases, respectively 

[85]. Figure 1.12 showed an application of enzyme for cleaning of the discolored polychrome 

stone sculpture, in order to remove the degraded materials that has been applied for 

consolidation and protective purposes [86]. Human saliva is 99.5% water, but also contains 

many important substances, including electrolytes, mucus, antibacterial compounds and 

various enzymes, especially ɑ-amylase and lipase. The use of saliva to clean degraded 

surfaces has been widely used by conservators for its flexibility and efficiency. For instance, 

lipases has been succeed apply for removal of aged drying oil layer and Paraloid B72 in a 

controlled way, due to the ability of hydrolyzing some ester groups to form free carboxylic 

acid groups [87]. The mechanism of the saliva cleaning process has been describe as enzymes 

catalyze degradation action and liquid washing action [88]. 

However, enzymes are sensitive with temperature, pH and many heavy metal ions, they could 

induce enzymes denaturation and lose the activity. The denaturation factors have to be 

considered when apply the enzymes for cleaning. For instance, heavy-metal ions, such as lead, 

mercury, antimony, and cadmium, are known to be powerful enzyme inhibitors under 

homogeneous phase catalysis. But these kinds of metals served as pigments such as lead 
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white, minium, orpiment, and cinnabar, were widely used for the pigments, this could be a 

limitation factor effect the cleaning efficiency when use the enzymes on these heavy metal 

pigments contained artworks [86]. 

The residues problem should be another important issue in using enzymes, proteinaceous 

tends to darken during aging and affects the artworks appearance; moreover, the residual 

enzymes could become reactivated sometime following conservation treatments, in this case, 

many efforts have been applied for removal of the residues [89]. 

 

Figure 1.12 Application of an enzyme solution, absorbed onto a cellulose tissue, on a 

polychrome stone sculpture to remove a discolored oily and proteinaceous coating 

In the varnishes application history, nature or synthetic resins were mostly used for coating 

layer, these organic materials can serve as substrates for microorganisms and accelerate the 

deterioration process [90]. Biological cleaning consists on the use of living organisms to 

remove degraded coating, environmental pollutants or other exogenous substances, through 

biodegradation process due to their metabolic ability to use organic and inorganic compounds 

for growth [91]. Moreover, biocompounds have the ability to counteract the growth of 

contaminating microorganisms those are potentially dangerous to the painting, these 

advantages highlight the potential usefulness of application of microorganisms to prevent 

bio-deterioration of artworks [92]. Biorestoration method for removal of altered organic 

materials on stone and fresco artworks has been developed and evaluated. An innovative 
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biological cleaning for removal of the unwanted layer (collagen) from mural painting 

consisted of the direct application onto frescoes surface with whole bacterial cells of the 

Pseudomonas stutzeri A29 strain (bioaugmentation), afterwards a purified Protease enzyme 

was applied for the final cleaning (figure 1.13). This new technique with microbial cultures 

for cleaning showed advantages in nondestructive and only removal of the extraneous 

substances or altered compounds from the fresco, the selected bacteria has non-specific 

activity, while further treatment with enzymes solution ensure completely removal of all the 

organic residues, moreover, the use of safe microorganisms (not pathogenic bacteria or yeasts, 

not spore-forming bacteria) are no harm for both the restorers and the environment [93]. More 

recently, the same group applied a new agar-gauze bio-gel system for loading seudomonas 

stutzeri A29 bacterial cells, and made the cleaning more controllable, after 3-12 h, the 

degraded lipid and protein residues were succeed removed from wall painting fresco (figure 

1.13) [94]. 

 

Figure 1.13 Bio-cleaning with Pseudomonas stutzeri strain A29 cells and Protease enzyme on 

fresco of Conversione di S. Efisio e battaglia (14th century) at Pisa Camposanto Monumentale, 

(Italy), before (a) and after treatment (b); Agar-gauze bio-gel with Pseudomonas stutzeri A29 

on La Navicella wall painting fresco, Vatican Museums, Rome, before (c) and after treatment 

(d) 
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1.3.5 Gel cleaning system  

In 1980s, Wolber firstly introduced the aqueous gel for cleaning painting surface, the method 

was dispersion of the cleaning material such as solvent, enzyme, resin soap, surfactant or pH 

buffer in an aqueous gel. Due to the capacity of the gel, it can better control and reduce the 

capillary flow induced by the liquids. The more degradation upper varnish enables gradual 

swelling and safety be removed, in the meantime, the solubilized matter including varnish and 

dirt would be absorbed by the gel, limiting the transportation within the pores of the painting 

[95]. As a result, many efforts have been focused in the development of gel cleaning system to 

retain the liquid component and controlling its spreading and vertical diffusion. Due to the 

differences of construction driving forces, the gels were divided into categories of physical 

gels and chemical gels. The physical gels were usually developed by weak interaction driving 

force including hydrophobic, electrostatic, van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds 

which formed between polymer chains and solvents, such as the organization of traditional 

used solvents with cellulose ethers, carboxymethyl cellulose, and polyacrylic acid. However, 

the intrinsic limit of these gels is that they may leave gel residues on the surface after cleaning, 

requiring further washing with organic solvents in a free-form due to the sticky and difficult 

handing mechanical property [7],[96]. 

While chemical gels are refer to those gels based on covalent bands to form a strong 3D 

cross-link network, most of this kind of gel has good mechanical property and easy to operate, 

they can load of different cleaning agents, and prone to leave less gel residues on the 

treatment surface [97],[98], such as the hydrogels based on semiinterpenetrating networks of 

poly-(2-hydroxymethyl methacrylate) and poly-(vinylpyrrolidone), poly vinyl alcohol based 

gels, and polymethyl metacrylate organogels have been developed for the cleaning the 

artifacts [95],[98]. 

In this case, many gels were developed with good mechanical property and showed 

outstanding cleaning efficiency for various texture artworks. A hydrophobically modified 

hydroxyethylcellulose hydrogel was reported with the advantages of high viscosity, readily 

removal of residue, high water capacity and transparent appearance [99]. Microemulsion 

cleaning agent of p-xylene in water (consist of sodium dodecylsulphate, 1-pentanol, p-xylene 

and) was dispersed in the rigid gel for removal of degraded poly-(ethylmethacrylate- 

co-methylacrylate) coating and natural varnishes on mural painting and wood craft. 
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A borate cross-linked partially hydrolyzed Poly-(vinyl acetate) gel was developed and  

showed better loading organic solvents capacity than fully hydrolyzed Poly-(vinyl acetate) gel, 

up to 50% of organic solvents [100]. In the meantime, the highly viscosity and elastic properties 

suggested the peel-able and shape flexibility advantages. Different common used organic 

cleaning agents like acetone, 1-propanol, methyl ethyl ketone, and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone 

could disperse in the gel for various cleaning objective. The cleaning application 

demonstrated they were efficiency in cleaning aged Paraloid B72 varnishes from wood 

painting or mural painting (figure 1.14). 

 

Figure 1.14 Structure of the partially hydrolyzed Borate Cross-Linked PVAc gel (left); area A 

represents loading 50 wt % 1-propanol in the gel for 1 min cleaning, area B and C represent 

30 wt % 1-propanol in the gel for 1 min cleaning (right) 

A full chemical organogels was reported which synthesized by a free radical copolymerization 

reaction, with methyl methacrylate (MMA) and a cross-linker of dimethacrylate react in 

present of initiator of azobisisobutyronitrile [95]. The chemical gel was used for loading of four 

typical used organic solvents during restoration, including methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), 

cyclohexanone (cyclo), ethyl acetate (EA) and butyl acetate (BA). The EA and BA loaded 

gels were showed good performance for removal of Paraloid B72 from easel paintings and 

canvas (figure 1.15). 
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Figure 1.15 The framework of the organogel (left); ATR-FTIR spectra of canvas painting 

mock-ups coated with natural (mastic) or synthetic (Paraloid B72) coatings, and cleaned using 

the PMMA organogel gels (right) 

A new with good mechanical and loading properties semi-interpenetrating p(HEMA)/PVP 

hydrogel was developed which was synthesized through free radical polymerization of 

2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate using 2,2-Azobis-(2-methylpropionitrile) as an initiator and 

N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide as cross-linker, and the hydrophilic PVP as the loaded 

component [101]. Two different microemulsion cleaning systems, including nonionic surfactant 

based micellar cleaning system which consists of N,N-Dimethyldodecan-1-amine oxide 

(surfactant), 1-butanone, ethyl acetate, butyl acetate and water, another one is ionic 

microemulsion cleaning system which composed by water, SDS, 1-pentanol, ethyl acetate, 

and propylene carbonate, they were loaded in the hydrogel for the removal of aged natural 

resins (dammar) varnishes (figure 1.16). 
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Figure 1.16 The components of nonionic surfactant based microemulsion(left); ionic 

surfactant based microemulsion(middle); loaded p(HEMA)/PVP hydrogel (right) 

Recently, semi-interpenetrating p(HEMA)/PVP hydrogel system was synthesized through free 

radical polymerization of 2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate using 2,2-Azobis-(2-methyl 

-propionitrile) as an initiator and N,N'-Methylenebisacrylamide as cross-linker, PVP as the 

loaded component [102],[103]. A microemulsion cleaning agent composed by water, SDS, 

1-pentanol, ethyl acetate and propylene carbonate was loaded in the stiff gel for the safe and 

efficient removal of adhesive tapes from backside of a canvas painting and paper artworks 

(figure 1.17).  
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Figure 1.17 The components of microemulsion loaded p(HEMA)/PVP hydrogel (up); (a) 

Removal of adhesive tapes from the bottom of the 16th century drawing. (b) Detail of the 

drawing after removal of the pressure-sensitive tape. (c) Before and after removal of 

pressure-sensitive tape with drawing of Helen Phillips Hayter 

More recently, a new kind of hydrogel based on poly-(vinyl alcohol) and poly-(vinyl 

pyrrolidone) was developed which prepared by using both cast-drying and freeze-thawing 

methods [104]. The gel showed optimal mechanical strength and displayed good adhesion to 

rough surfaces. Which could be future applied for loading different cleaning agents for 

removal of degraded varnishes (figure 1.18).  
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Figure 1.18 The hydrogel of PVA/PVP (3:1), showed the properties of elastic, semi 

-transparent, and allows an easy manipulation  

1.4 Cleaning of artworks: state of the art  

Historically, artists have been protected painting or other artworks surfaces with varnish, a 

system that provides color saturation and gloss to improving the painting‟s appearance, 

prevents the air contamination or light directly contact with the painting layer. Cleaning starts 

with the decision to protect the surface, due to the varnish layer is the most vulnerable part, 

varnishes are most susceptible to UV radiation, air pollution, and moisture, and as the varnish 

ages, it becomes more polar and brittle and more soluble in aqueous mixtures.  

In the last decades, the crucial concerning about the gel cleaning has been investigated and 

summarized by Narayan Khandekar in his review [105]. 

1. Concern over the mechanism of cleaning. The precise role of each component in a gel 

formulation is in question. Whether it contributes in one or more ways to the cleaning process 

and whether it works on its own or in tandem are areas that have received an initial 

examination but are still open to further investigation. 

2. Gel residues. What the residues are, how they will react with the paint/varnish film over 

time and how they will themselves change over time are all questions that have been 

addressed in the research to date. 

3. Leaching of the paint film. Leaching as a result of aqueous gel cleaning has been 

compared with that caused by solvents applied in a traditional way. Closely related is solvent 

penetration of paint films through gel application. Although gels reduce capillary movement 
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of solvents, a comparison of the diffusion of free and gelled solvents has yet to be carried out 

exhaustively. 

There are many researches have been focus on the long-term changes after cleaning by 

solvents and gels. The investigation of the effects by cleaning agents could helpful in 

developing a theoretical basis for minimizing risks during cleaning [56]. In the oil painting, the 

present fatty acids from painting layer were used as the indicators for monitoring the risk of 

cleaning, evaluating the leaching out fatty acids by extracting the attachments from swab is 

feasible [106]. Recently, an evaluation of leaching induced by waster or organic solvents 

applied for the removal of gel residues was studied by extracting the swabs method [107]. Some 

kind of physical gels show less viscosity, they are not rigid and prone to leave gel residues 

after treatment, such as cellulose ethers or polyacrylic acid based gels, further wet cleaning is 

required to remove the residues, which could cause detrimental effects like swelling or 

leaching of binders or pigments. More recently, the application of unilateral NMR on the after 

treatment surface for investigating the solvents and gels cleaning was reported, unilateral 

NMR exhibited a good performance in monitoring the water residue as well its penetration 

behavior by water and hydrogel cleaning and efficiency in analyzing the thickness of varnish 

layer and to monitor the effect of the cleaning [108],[109]. 

Concerning the mechanism of cleaning is an important issue to understand how does different 

gel component work. Most of the solvent cleaning agent based gels showed the advantages in 

controlling the solvent release lead to a gradual layer by layer removal of the varnishes, as 

well as the easy operation with some kind of high viscosity and rigid gel. The solvent plays an 

important role in swelling the varnishes, and further cotton swab for complete removal of the 

swelling varnish and residues. Micelle and microemulsion cleaning system composed by 

amphiphilic surfactant with water and organic solvents have been showed good solvent 

retention ability and cleaning efficiency. Micelle and microemulsion act as solvent containers 

and interact with the polymer film leading to varnish swelling and detached from the surface 

and to its segregation in a liquid droplet, which phase separates from the aqueous bulk. After 

the removal process the micelles become smaller in size and undergo a structural 

re-arrangement due to the depletion of the organic solvents (figure 1.19) 
[82],[110]

. 
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Figure 1.19 Schematic representation of the possible mechanism of polymer removal by 

Nanostructured Fluids, (0) Polymer film on gold sensor before cleaning. (1) Morphological 

reorganization of the film induced by amphiphilic aggregates. (2) The good solvent penetrates 

through the film inducing a significant swelling of the coating. (3) The combined action of 

both surfactant and solvent promotes the detachment of the film from the surface 

Toxicity eventually became a great concern in the 1990s, and it was the main reason for 

initiating the information campaign on new methods and techniques both in conservation 

schools and among restorers and conservators [111]. Some high toxicity nitro diluents and of 

butyl amine not only induce some heath problem, but also a serious of affection by their long 

retention time inside the paint layers and their very poor selectivity. It was obviously not 

generally known for how long these toxic substances could remain in the environment and 

circulate within the human body, even after their use had been stopped or discontinued. At the 

time, no epidemiological analyses were carried out in this field that would have made these 

points clearer. Thus, the search for less toxic materials and a more reasonable and cautious 

use of traditional ones (such as diethanolamine and hydrocarbons) were undertaken and are 

currently ongoing [112]. 

The Kamlet-Taft parameters are the most comprehensive and widely used solvent scales to 

understand and predict of solvent behavior. Solvents are identified by their polarity and 

polarizability π* and their basicity or hydrogen-bond accepting ability β (figure 1.20) [113]. 

Jessop has made the plots which divided the general and green solvents into protic solvents 
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and aprotic solvents and allowed comparison the solubilization power with each other (figure 

1.21) [114]. The green solvents including, water, methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, 1-propanol, 

1-butanol, t-butanol, heptane, ethyl acetate, isopropyl acetate, acetone and methyl ethyl 

ketone, two carbonate solvents of diethylcarbonate and propylene carbonate, two liquid 

polymers of poly-(ethylene glycol) and poly-(propylene glycol), several CO2-expanded 

solvents, superheated water, and several recently proposed green or biomass-derived organic 

solvents such as Ƴ-valerolactone, 2-methyltetrahydrofuran, glycerol, glycerol ethers, ethyl 

lactate and cyclopentyl methyl ether. These polar parameters of green solvents are useful for 

searching an appropriate cleaning agent for the varnish removal.  

 

Figure 1.20 Plots showing (left) common aprotic solvents and (right) common protic solvents 

as a function of their π* (polarity and polarizability) and β (basicity or hydrogen-bond 

accepting ability) values 

 

Figure 1.21 Plots showing (left) green aprotic solvents and (right) green protic solvents as a 

function of their π* (polarity and polarizability) and β (basicity or hydrogen-bond accepting 

ability) values 
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Chapter 2 PHB-DMC/BD gel for the removal of wax coating from 

indoor bronze surfaces 

2.1 Introduction  

The patina of indoor metal objects is a complex system characterized by the presence of inorganic 

products and organic coatings. Traditionally, at the end of the casting process, the bronzes were 

cleaned and the rough surface usually treated to obtain the desired surface finish [115]–[117]. 

Artificial coatings may be obtained by treating the bronze surface with different chemical 

solutions, such as chlorides, nitrates and sulphates in order to obtain a color or a selective range 

of shades of colors. Usually, wax, lacquer, or varnish were applied to saturate the surface color 

and protect the patina and the metal surface from corrosion [19],[118],[119]. Among these different 

materials, natural wax such as beeswax is one of the mostly used coating for indoor bronzes, 

thanks to its properties such as low water vapor permeability and low gloss properties [120]. 

Waxes were possible applied as a form of maintenance or conservation treatments. As a result, 

one of the most common objectives today in restoration of bronze is the removal of degraded 

and aged coatings from objects.  

Waxes are mainly composed of long chain aliphatic molecules containing 20-50 carbon atoms, 

they are surrounded by disordered chains with amorphous regions by chain-chain and tail-tail 

staking [20]. Usually non-polar solvents, such as dodecane, can be used to solubilize the wax 

[121]. Some alkaline compounds could also be used to remove the waxes from the surfaces, and 

then treated with weakly acidic solutions to neutralize their action. This application has been 

limited due to its aggressiveness for the artwork and environment [122]. Additionally, 

traditional cleaning methods were based on the application of neat solvents. This cleaning 

approach may induce some drawbacks mainly owing to the unrestricted action of the solvent, 

which leads to its penetration into porous matrices, producing undesired phenomena [56],[123]–

[125].  

In the last decade, chemical and physical gels used for the removal of aged varnishes or 

coatings from artwork surfaces have gained considerable popularity. The main reason is the 

gel enable to retain solvents and provide a controlled and efficient superficial cleaning action 

[82],[121],[126]–[128].  
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For the cleaning of metal objects, different type of thickeners and confining systems such as 

micellar solutions or microemulsions, were reported [129]. Recently, a new poly(vinyl) 

alcohol-based film has been proposed for the removal of corrosion products from historical 

bronzes [129]. On the other hand, limited attention has been devoted to the impact that such 

cleaning systems might have on environmental and human safety.  

To introduce powerful and sustainable alternatives for cleaning artworks, we have recently 

developed new biocompatible cleaning systems for paintings based on the use of fully green 

components [2],[3]. In particular, in the previous studies we have demonstrated the efficiency of 

poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB)-based gels with γ-valerolactone (GVL) as solvent, for the 

removal of terpenic and synthetic varnishes from oil and water sensitive egg tempera 

paintings. 

In the present study, bio-based materials were selected to produce new organogels that able to 

solubilize aged wax coatings from indoor bronzes with a controlled action. To this purpose, 

PHB was selected as thickening agent and mixed with biodiesel (BD) and dimethyl carbonate 

(DMC). PHB can be obtained from bacteria through aerobic conversion of various carbon 

sources, and it is characterized by thermal and mechanical properties comparable to 

synthetically-produced degradable polyesters and similar to polypropylene (PP) [130]. 

PHB-based gels can be obtained when the solution formed by heating the polymer in a proper 

solvent and is then cooled [2]. Therefore, this behavior implies that the solvent used has to be able 

to solubilize the polymer, while at the same time has to allow the formation of the crystalline 

phase which holds the structure of the gel together. However, PHB is a highly crystalline 

polymer, whose solubilization can be guaranteed by just a few green solvents, among the 

previously attempted solvents able to provide PHB based gels, there are many polar molecules.  

Biodiesel is a mixture of alkyl esters with long chain fatty acids, biodegradable and produced 

by renewable sources [131]. BD was tested and proved its ability in the removal of wax coating, 

making it a perfect candidate to produce a gel system active against non-polar coatings. 

However, PHB was completely insoluble in BD, and for this reason it was not possible to 

obtain a gel by only using these two components.  

To overcome this drawback, new solvents mixtures were evaluated, with the aim of 
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expanding the range of possible formulations that can be used, and possibly allowing the 

ability to tune the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of the obtained gels for tailored 

applications. To this aim, DMC was selected as additional solvent because it is soluble in BD 

and previous works have demonstrated that it is able to solubilize PHB at 70-90°C and to 

form a gelly phase when cooled down to room temperature. Moreover, DMC also has the 

advantage of being the same solvent used for the extraction and purification of the polymer 

from bacterial debris [132],[133]. DMC is characterized by a low toxic solvent, it is fully 

biodegradable and not classified as volatile organic compound (VOC) (EPA). In addition, 

DMC has a high vapor pressure of 7.57 kPa at 25°C, that guarantees a lower residual amount 

on the treated surface.  

The performance of the triplet DMC, BD and PHB to provide gel was thus assessed and its 

performances were evaluated both on standard samples and on the indoor bronze surfaces of 

the Pulpito della passione (1460 A.C.) attributed to Donatello to validate this innovative 

cleaning system. 

2.2 Materials and methods 

Reagents  Grade of purity. Manufacturer 

Dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 99% Sigma-Aldrich 

poly-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) - Sigma-Aldrich 

Cyclohexane 99.5% Sigma-Aldrich 

Biodiesel (BD) - Novaol, Ravenna (IT) 

Methyl nonadecanoate - Sigma-Aldrich 

Beeswax - C.T.S. 

Rheological measurements, the oscillatory shear measurements were carried out on a Paar 

Physica UDS200 rheometer working at 25°C (±0.1°C Peltier temperature control system) 

using plate-plate geometry (25 mm diameter). Frequency sweep measurements were carried 

out at 5% strain. The storage and loss moduli (G‟ and G‟‟, respectively) and complex viscosity 
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were measured over the frequency range 0.1 to 100 Hz. Rheological measurements were 

performed on a set of 3 replicates for each type of gel system studied and the trend show no 

significant differences. 

Wide-angle X-ray scattering technique (WAXS) was carried out at room temperature with a 

PANalytical X‟Pert PRO diffractometer equipped with an X‟Celerator detector (for ultrafast 

data collection). A Cu anode was used as X-ray source (K radiation: λ = 0.15418 nm, 40 kV, 

40 mA), and ¼° divergence slit was used to collect the data in 2θ range from 2° to 60°.  

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) ZEISS EVO 50 EP in Environmental mode with ≈100 

Pa pressure in the chamber, was applied to characterise the microstructure of the gels, the gels 

were dried under air condition.  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to identify the capacity of the gel network 

to retain the solvent, by evaluating the evaporation rate of solvent or gel under set up 

condition. In this research, TA Instruments model STD-600 was used. Analyses on gels (about 

25 mg) and neat solvents (sample weight about 25 mg) were performed under nitrogen flow, 

an isothermal run at 40 °C for 90 min was selected as the one most like the exposition 

condition of the restorer during cleaning practice. TGA measurements were performed on a 

set of 3 replicates for each type of gel system studied and the trend shows no significant 

differences. 

Gas chromatography mass spectrometry (5977 Agilent GC-MS) for quantification the solvent 

residues after cleaning. In this case, 1 cm2 of copper sheets were treated with both gel and 

neat biodiesel and then extracted with cyclohexane (10 mL) under sonication for 20 min. The 

cyclohexane is commonly used for analyzing and synthesizing fatty acid methyl esters (main 

biodiesel constituents) by GC-MS. Thus, cyclohexane has been selected as a suitable solvent 

and its ability to solubilize biodiesel has been tested before the analysis. The GC-MS analyses 

of cyclohexane were performed using an Agilent HP 6850 gas chromatograph connected to an 

Agilent HP 5975 quadrupole mass spectrometer. The injection port temperature was 280 °C. 

Analytes were separated on a HP-5 fused-silica capillary column (stationary phase poly (5% 

diphenyl/95% dimethyl) siloxane, 30 m, 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 μm film thickness), with helium 

as the carrier gas (at constant pressure, 33 cm s-1 linear velocity at 200 °C). Mass spectra were 
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recorded under electron ionization (70 eV) at a frequency of 1 scan s-1 within the 12-600 m/z 

range. The temperature of the column was increased from 50 to 180 °C at 50 °C min-1 and 

then from 180 to 300 °C at 5 °C min-1. Methyl nonadecanoate (0.05 mL of a solution 1000 

ppm) was used as internal standard for the quantitation, assuming a unitary response factor for 

all the methyl esters. Chromatographic analysis has been carried out on 3 sample replicas for 

each cleaning procedure. 

Dino-Lite Premier2 digital microscope type AD4113T-I2 V with ×40 magnification was used 

to record the morphological changes of the treated surfaces. 

To evaluate the presence of wax residues after the cleaning, an Infrared Microscope Thermo 

Scientific Nicolet iN10MX was used in total reflection mode to record spectra in the range 

between 675 and 4000 cm-1, with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 and an optical aperture of 

150×150 μm. To obtain representative data, spectroscopic analysis was performed on 3 

different areas treated with the same cleaning procedure and 4 spectra were recorded before 

and after treatment. 

Bruker Alpha portable FTIR spectrometer was applied to monitoring the cleaning procedure 

on the real case of study, with reflectance mode sampling and spectral range 400-7000 cm-1. 

The instrument has a measurement spot of 6 mm in diameter and working distance of 

approximately 15 mm. 256 scans were acquired for each spectrum at a resolution of 4 cm-1. 

2.3 Gel synthesis and characterization 

2.3.1 Synthesis of PHB-BD/DMC gel 

Considering the solubility of PHB in DMC, with different ratio of DMC and Biodiesel of 

solvent mixture could influence of the hardness of the gel, in order to find a best condition gel 

for cleaning, various ratio of DMC and biodiesel were tested, the gel can‟t be formed if 

DMC:BD more than 1:3 (v/v). In the present research, we synthesized two formulations of 

peelable gel (Table 2.1), with the synthesis step of solubilizing poly-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) 

into mixtures of dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and biodiesel (BD) with the ratio of polymer with 

solvent mixture of PHBmg/solventmL=100/1, in a closed vial, by stirring at 110 °C for 5 min in 

an oil bath, until all the PHB powder dissolved in the solution and became transparent, then 
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cooled down to room temperature in a Petri dish, the thickness of gel is around 0.3 cm.  

Table 2.1 Composition of the gel formulations 

Gel PHB mg DMC mL Biodiesel mL 

PHB-DMC/BD(3:1) 400  3.0 1.0 

PHB-DMC/BD(1:1) 400 2.0 2.0 

2.3.2 Discussion 

In order to evaluate the ability of DMC and biodiesel mixture solvent to produce a gel in the 

presence of PHB polymer, two formulations of gel have been obtained by varying the ratio 

between DMC and BD (table 2.1). Preliminary tests showed that BD can dissolve wax, while 

DMC is used mainly as a tool to promote gel formation and does not seem to contribute to the 

cleaning. Due to the fact that BD has the ability of removal wax and DMC could form gel 

with PHB through intermolecular interaction. Both the gels were thickened and formed at the 

end of the procedure, leading to a gel with a whitish, opaque aspect (Figure 2.1). In both cases 

the polymer was able to swell up roughly 10 times its starting dry weight (400 mg PHB vs. 4 

mL solvent mixture) after the gel formation, demonstrating an interesting attitude in acting as 

solvent carrier to be used for conservation purposes. Both gels were characterized by different 

technic to select the most suitable one as cleaning system. Indeed, materials appropriate for 

the cleaning treatments should be easy to be handle and to be removed from the artwork 

surface, and they should have to guarantee an adequate stability over time. Hence, different 

technic including microstructure, rheological behaviour and thermal properties were 

characterized to evaluate the gel performance and stability. 

Organogels are stable as long as the solvent, or a fraction of it, does not evaporate. The 

PHB-DMC/BD gels showed a good stability over the time. Thus, the shelf life of the gels was 

estimated at a time interval of two weeks by keeping the gel closed between two Petri dishes 

in a room environment. At that time the gel has unchanged mechanical properties and still has 

good cleaning efficiency. Furthermore, previous studies have demonstrated the possibility of 

recycling PHB after its use in gel formulations. 
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Figure 2.1 The aspect of A) PHB-BD/DMC (3:1) gel; B) PHB-BD/DMC (1:1) gel 

2.3.3 Gel characterization 

2.3.3.1 Rheological measurements  

The mechanical properties of the two gels were investigated with rheological measurements. 

Figure 2.2 shows the complex viscosity as a function of the applied shear rate. For both 

samples, a decrease in complex viscosity was observed with increasing frequency. However, 

the gel containing a higher amount of DMC (DMC/BD 3:1) display a viscosity which is 

higher by an order of magnitude if compared with the DMC/BD 1:1 gel. This means that the 

gel is more rigid than the previous formulation and that the simple modification of the solvent 

system hardly impacts the system properties. Both samples displayed also a high storage 

modulus (figure 2.2b), indicating good mechanical proprieties in terms of gel stiffness, 

allowing an easy handling and removal of the gel. The gels presented a gel-like behaviour and 

in all the cases storage modulus G‟ was higher than that of the loss modulus G‟‟. The storage 

modulus quantifies the elastic behaviour of the gels to measure the deformation energy stored 

in gels during the shear process, while the loss modulus corresponds to the viscous 

component of gels and shows the dissipation ability of the polymer network. This feature 

proves the ability of DMC to form the gel, building a 3D network. The stiffness and rigidity 

are positively correlated with G‟ and G‟‟. The DMC/BD 3:1 gel has higher modulus than the 

DMC/BD 1:1, making the latter less stiff. Considering that PHB is insoluble in BD, the higher 

viscosity recorded for the gel with a higher DMC fraction might tentatively be attributed to a 

stronger ability to interact with the more akin solvent system, and such a stronger interaction 
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would in turn hinder the polymer chain mobility. On the bases of this outcome, the DMC/BD 

3:1 based gel seems more suitable for cleaning purposes than DMC/BD1:1 based gel, since 

stiffer formulations could be easier to peel off and usually leave a lower (up to none) extent of 

residues after application.  

 

Figure 2.2 Complex viscosity A) and Storage and loss modulus B) as a function of frequency 

for PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel (blue) and PHB-DMC/BD (1:1) gel (green) 

2.3.3.2 X-ray powder diffraction 

While the capacity of both mixtures of solvents for producing a gel-like structure was proved, 

the effect on the polymeric component was assessed in terms of ability to crystallize. 

Wide-angle X-ray scattering technique was used to evaluate the crystallinity of the gels under 

investigation. As shown in figure 2.3, black diffractogram is referred to the pristine PHB 

polymer, prior gelation, while spectra in figure 2.3A refer to the diffraction pattern of freshly 

prepared DMC/BD gels. Fresh gel samples DMC/BD 3:1 and DMC/BD 1:1 diffractograms 

showed both the presence of narrow reflections typical of a crystalline phase besides the 

obvious amorphous halo expected for a wet sample, where the solvent is still most of the 

analysed volume. The comparison of such reflections with the pristine PHB powder spectrum 

revealed a good agreement of the 2θ positions, confirming once again, that the presence of a 

gel-like phase is strongly connected to the ability of the solvent system to allow polymer 

crystallization, without contemporary forcing its complete precipitation in a solid phase 

precipitate. Moreover, DMC/BD 3:1 wet gel (diffractogram b) seemed to be characterized by 

a broader amorphous halo. When gels are dried of the solvent system, the analysis of the PHB 

recovered still displayed reflections positioned accordingly with those of pure PHB. However, 
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WAXS diffractograms recorded after the complete drying of the gels (Figure 2.3B) showed a 

broad amorphous halo, suggesting that the polymer is not prone to re-crystallize again with a 

similar morphology like the pristine polymer, as observed in the presence of GVL [2]. Such a 

hindering effect towards crystallization ability might be due to the sequential volatilization of 

the solvent that promotes a preliminary evaporation of the DMC, thus leaving the polymer in 

the presence of a non-solvent which not allow mobility and reorganization of the polymeric 

chains in a crystalline fashion. Additionally, the different solvent systems can affect the ability 

to recrystallize after liquid phase removal, and the presence of a smaller fraction of BD 

worsen the quality of the PHB crystals, as observed by the comparison of the shape and 

intensity of the diffractogram peaks. 

 

Figure 2.3 WAXS diffractograms of pristine PHB powder (a) compared with A) wet gels 

PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) (b) PHB-DMC/BD (1:1) (c) and B) dried gels PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) (d) 

PHB-DMC/BD (1:1) (e). Vertical lines are drawn to guide the eye about the position of 

pristine PHB (a) crystal phase reflections 

2.3.3.3 Scanning electron microscope 

Micrographs of dried gels were taken with SEM. The SEM images of PHB-DMC/BD gels 

with different DMC and BD ratio of 3:1 and 1:1 are shown in Figure 2.4. From the results, 

both the systems display a compact irregular surface, with some morphology typical of plastic 

deformation. The surface of the gel DMC/BD 3:1 displays a rugged and voids structure, 

whereas the gel DMC/BD 1:1 shows a light protuberance and dense surface without any pores. 

The gel DMC/BD 3:1 also shows a finer structure with micro-indentations typical of a more 

homogeneous material. This behaviour well compares with the WAXS study previously 
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discussed, that shows a more amorphous system for the dried DMC/BD 3:1 gel, results of a 

less microcrystalline structure in the gel and readily form a more homogeneous gel phase.  

 

Figure 2.4 SEM micrographs of dried gels A) PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) and B) PHB-DMC/BD 

(1:1) 

2.3.3.4 Thermogravimetric analysis  

Once the structure and morphology of the proposed gels has been investigated, their ability to 

slow down solvent evaporation was evaluated. The capacity of the gel network to retain the 

solvent and thus reduce the evaporation rate, was evaluated by thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) using a TA Instruments STD-600 apparatus, in comparison to the pure solvent 

behavior, i.e. in conditions that rule out any possible thermal degradation contribution to the 

recorded material weight loss. Analyses both on gels and neat solvents were performed under 

nitrogen flow with the weight around 25 mg. An isothermal run at 40° C for 90 min was 

selected as the one most like the exposition condition of the restorer during cleaning treatment. 

In the applied conditions the weight loss can only be attributed to some solvent evaporation, 

which is mainly ascribed to DMC, since the biodiesel has a low volatility and high boiling 

point. The relative weight loss was calculated for each sample, referring to the sole liquid 

components. This is due to the reason that the polymer (PHB) will never volatilize in the 

applied conditions, and results are resumed in Table 2.2. The results which illustrated in 

Figure 2.5, clearly show that the solvent is kept more effectively in the gels while applying 

the same measuring conditions. The bars in green show the difference between the weight of 

DMC present in the pristine gel (discarding the PHB fraction) and the actual weight loss 

recorded during the thermogravimetric measurement, considering only the solvent fraction. 
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The blue bars represent the difference between the weight of DMC in the sole solvent mixture 

and the total weight loss recorded during the application of the isotherm in TGA. The solvent 

retention within the gels is higher for every ratio of dimethyl carbonate and biodiesel. The 

higher of the biodiesel fraction, the more efficient of the retention of DMC in the gel system. 

This is a useful feature that can be used to modify the evaporation properties of highly 

volatile materials (such as DMC), which are generally more complicated to use, while also 

ensuring greater gel stability.  

Table 2.2: Evaluation of the gel‟s retention power based on TGA results 

Sample Solvent 

fraction [%wt] 

DMC in solvent 

mixture XDMC [%wt] 

TGA weight loss 

WLTGA [%wt] 

DMC b 

[%wt] 

Gel PHB-DMC/BD(3:1) 90.9 78.9 67.3a 15 

Gel PHB-DMC/BD(1:1) 90.5 55.5 38.2a 31 

DMC/BD(3:1) 100 78.9 72.3 8 

DMC/BD(1:1) 100 55.5 51.7 7 

a Evaluated discarding polymer fraction of the gel 

b Evaluated as ∆𝐷𝑀𝐶= 100 ∗
(𝑋𝐷𝑀𝐶−𝑊𝐿𝑇𝐺𝐴)

𝑋𝐷𝑀𝐶
 

 

Figure 2.5 Comparison of the solvent evaporation in the gel systems (blue bars) and in pure 

solvents (green bars) based on TGA experiments 
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2.3.4 Discussion 

In this section, gel characterizations were performed with different techniques and aim to 

verify the mechanical property, structure and morphology, and solvent retention of the 

PHB-DMC/BD gel. Two formulations of gel with different ratio of DMC and BD were 

compared in above experiments. Rheological measurements showed the DMC/BD 3:1 gel has 

higher modulus than the DMC/BD 1:1 which indicated the former has higher viscosity and 

rigid phase. SEM micrographs showed the DMC and BD ratio of 3:1 gel displayed more 

rugged and voids structure which could provide large contact surface. Wide-angle X-ray 

scattering technique was applied to evaluate the crystallinity of the gels, indicated the gel 

phase is related to the crystallization ability of the solvent. After drying the gel, the polymer 

couldn't re-crystallize to the polymer pristine. In order to understand the solvent retention 

capacity of the two gels, TGA isothermal run at 40° C for 90 min condition was applied, the 

lost solvent in this condition is DMC due to the other liquid of biodiesel has low volatility and 

high boiling point. After calculation, the higher is the biodiesel fraction, the more efficient is 

the retention of DMC in the gel system. 

As a result, DMC and BD ratio of 3:1 gel was selected for further cleaning experiments, 

considering the better mechanical property and diversity of the morphology. Moreover, the 

lower amount of difficult volatilization component (biodiesel) presence, the easier for 

removal of all the residues after application, lead to a low risk to the artworks after cleaning. 

2.4 The cleaning work on bronze  

2.4.1 Mock-ups preparation 

Standard bronze samples have been prepared by the restorers of Opificio delle Pietre Dure 

(Florence), following ancient recipes (figure 2.6a). In more detail, the metal surface of a fresh 

cast bronze has been brushed with silver nitrate solution and heated with blue flame, until the 

surface turn to black. Then, a thin layer of beeswax was brushed under soft flame, after 

polishing with a piece of towel until the surface become glossy, the FTIR in total reflection 

and the bands vibrational assignments were showed in figure 2.7a and table 2.3.  

Copper sheets were also used for the evaluation of the cleaning approach. Copper sheets were 
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prepared by applying a thin layer of beeswax with soft brush after oxidation of the surface 

with flame (figure 2.6b), the FTIR in total reflection and the bands vibrational assignments 

were showed in figure 2.7b and table 2.3.  

Finally, the Pulpito della Passione (1460 A.C.) exhibited in the church of Basilica di Lorenzo 

and attributed to Donatello was submitted to the green gel cleaning procedure for the removal 

of an aged wax-based coating (figure 2.6c). 

 

Figure 2.6 a) Bronze mock-up sample made by Opificio delle Pietre dure in Florence; b) 

Copper sheet mock-up coated by beeswax; c) Pulpito della passione (Donatello, 1460, 

Florence) 

 

Figure 2.7 Total reflection spectra of bronze mock-up sample made by Opificio delle Pietre 

dure in Florence a) and beeswax covered copper sheet mock-up b) 
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Table 2.3 Principal vibrational assignments of beeswax covered bronze mock-ups 

Bronze arm prepared 

by Opificio delle 

Pietre dure 

Assignment Copper sheet mock-up Assignment 

3541 cm
-1 v O-H 3605 cm

-1 v O-H 

2930 cm
-1 va C-H2 2935 cm

-1 va C-H2 

2855 cm
-1 vs C-H2 2858 cm

-1 vs C-H2 

1742 cm
-1 v C=O 1722 cm

-1 v C=O 

1586 cm
-1 va COO- 1697 cm

-1 v COOH 

1474 cm
-1 δ C-H2 1468 cm

-1 δ C-H2 

1463 cm
-1 δ C-H2 1377 cm

-1 δ C-H3 

1419 cm
-1 va O-NO2 1158 cm

-1 v C-O 

1332 cm
-1 vs O-NO2 889 cm

-1 wag =C-H 

1175 cm
-1 wag CH2 822 cm

-1 wag =C-H 

1106 cm
-1 vs C-C 721 cm

-1 γ C-H2 

1046 cm
-1 v N-O   

730 cm
-1 γ C-H2   

721 cm
-1 γ C-H2   

2.4.2 Evaluation the cleaning efficiency on mock-up 

The sample allowed us to assess the applicability of the gel on substrates presenting 

morphologies and compositions comparable to a real case of study. The evaluation of the 

cleaning efficiency of the gel was carried out on a standard bronze sample, which was melted 

and covered with a beeswax-based by restorers of Opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence 

(figure 2.8a). PHB-BD/DMC gel was applied sandwiched in between two piece of rice paper 

for 5 min in contact with the surface. A light pressure provided a good adhesion of the gel 

with the treated area. Rice paper is used to avoid the risk of PHB residues left on the treated 

surface and further to control the solvent release, without compromising the adhesion of the 

gel even on curved or vertical surfaces. Then the gel was removed, and the surface further 

cleaned with neat DMC and dry cotton swabs. For comparison with the gel cleaning, the neat 

solvent of biodiesel has been used for cleaning with cotton swabs. In more detail, the cotton 
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was soaked in biodiesel and applied to the surface to be treated with a slight mechanical 

action for a minute. Then, a cotton swab soaked with dimethyl carbonate has been used to 

remove the residues of biodiesel for a few seconds. 

 

Figure 2.8 a) Bronze mock-up sample made by Opificio delle Pietre dure in Florence; 

Dino-lite microscope images b) before; c) the application of PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel and d) 

after cleaning by PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel for 5 min 

DMC/BD 3:1 gel was selected for evaluation the performance of the cleaning system on the 

bases of rheological measurements result as the most suitable cleaning system for restoration 

purposes. FTIR with total reflection mode was applied to evaluate the presence of wax 

residues after the cleaning. All the areas were also documented with microphotographs to 

determinate the changes in morphology (figure 2.8b and 2.8c) with dino-Lite Premier2 digital 

microscope. Results were obtained by µFTIR analysis and showed an efficient removal of the 

wax coating in all areas in which the gel was applied. Thus, the diagnostic bands of wax at 

1474 and 1465 cm-1 referred to CH2 scissoring, the doublet at 731 and 721 cm-1 referred to 

CH2 rocking, as well as the C=O stretching band at 1742 cm-1 were no longer visible after 

PHB-DMC/ BD gel application (figure 2.9). 
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Figure 2.9 Total reflection spectra of bronze mock-up sample made by Opificio delle Pietre 

dure in Florence collected from a treated area with PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel, a) before 

cleaning; b) after cleaning 

On the other hand, bands that characterized to the original metal patina were better 

identifiable. The broad band around 1590 cm-1, ascribable to copper carboxylate salts and 

possibly formed due to the interaction between fatty acids of wax with copper salts, become 

more intense. In addition, the O-H stretching at 3550 cm-1, the N-O stretching at 1052 cm-1 

and O-NO2 symmetric stretching at 1342 and 1421 cm-1 may be referred to the copper 

hydroxyl nitrate (Cu2(OH)3NO3), formed during the procedure of manufacture, based on the 

use of a silver nitrate solution. The weak bands ascribed to the C-H stretching are still present 

although with a significantly lower intensity. These bands could be related to the presence of 

organic materials used as a coating penetrated into the porosity of the substrate as well as to 

the presence of copper carboxylates. After the cleaning procedure, the surface appeared to be 

less uniform and details on the manufacturing have become visible. In addition, no bands 

related to the presence of BD residues were detected.  

Comparative tests, performed with neat BD solvent applied with a cotton swab, seem to 

confirm the ability of BD in the removal of wax coating (Figure 2.10). However, while the 

CH2 rocking bands at 721 and 729 cm-1 disappeared, wax and BD residues cannot be 

excluded due to the presence of bands at 1746 cm-1 (C=O stretching bands), at 1195 and 1175 
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cm-1 (O-CH3 stretching and C-O-C symetric stretching) (figure 2.10b). This result can be 

explained by the less controlled action of BD wet cleaning, which was not confined to the gel 

matrix, and by a less effective cleaning action of the neat solvent. 

 

Figure 2.10 Total reflection spectra of bronze mock-up sample made by Opificio delle Pietre 

dure in Florence collected from a treated area with neat BD, a) before cleaning; b) after 

cleaning; c) BD reference spectrum 

2.4.3 Evaluation the biodiesel residues  

The evaluation of solvent retention by the treated surface is a crucial point in the development 

of new cleaning systems. Indeed, the persistence of solvent on the treated surfaces may lead 

to harmful interaction, alterating the substrate and inducing further corrosion phenomenas. To 

better investigate the amount of residual biodiesel after cleaning, quantitative GC-MS 

analysis of biodiesel methyl esters (methyl esters of palmitic, linoleic, oleic and stearic acid) 

were carried out on ad-hoc samples obtained by covering an oxidated copper sheet with a 

layer of beeswax and treated with PHB-DMC/BD gel or neat BD, the same cleaning 

procedure was performed as the bronze arm. Cutted 1 cm2 of copper sheets which treated with 

gel and neat biodiesel and then extracted with cyclohexane of 10 mL under sonication for 20 

min. Gas chromatography mass spectrometry was applied for quantification the presence of 

solvent on treated surface. As shown in figure 2.11a, after cleaning by neat BD solvent with 
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cotton swab, the GC-MS analysis indicated that the major contains of biodiesel including C17, 

C19 and 9,12-octadecadienoic acid methyl ester were clearly visible and detectable with the 

retention time of 16.8, 18.5 and 18.7 min. The analysis performed on three sample replicas 

treated with the same procedure allowed to quantified the amount of BD in the substrate after 

the cleaning procedure, after cacultaion there are 0.15 ± 0.03 mg/cm2 amount of BD residues 

still present on the surface after cacultaion. However, no BD residues were detected after the 

application of DMC/BD gel for 5 or 15 minutes, in the 15 min cleaning, no wax retention 

time bands were observed any more, revealved that the wax coating was completely removed 

by the gel. On the other hand, the length of gel application time could be more efficient to 

remove the thick layer of wax coating mock-up without leaving BD resudes, confirming the 

gel capacity in solvent retention, in accordance with FTIR investigations.   
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Figure 2.11 Chromatograms of a) Cleaned sample with neat BD; b) Cleaned sample with 

PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel for 5 min; c) Cleaned sample with PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel for 15 

min 

2.4.4 The cleaning on real case sample 

After the preliminary evaluation of the gel performances in terms of cleaning efficancy and 

solvent retention, the PHB-DMC/BD gel was finally applied on the Pulpito della Passione 

attributed to Donatello for the real cleaning test. The metal surface presented a wax-based 

coating, probably applied during a past restoration campaign. The coating appeared extremely 

altered, possible due to the degradation phenomena that occurred over time (Figure 2.12). 

 

Figure 2.12 Detail of the Pulpito della passione (Donatello, 1460, Florence), before (left) and 

after (right) the cleaning with PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel 

PHB-DMC/BD gel was sandwiched in between two sheets of rice paper and applied for 15 

minutes on a representative area of a bas-relief surface. On-site spectroscopic investigations 

were carried out to monitor the cleaning effects using a portable FTIR spectrometer in total 

reflection mode both acquired before and after the cleaning treatment (figure 2.13). The 

untreated surface showed peculiar bands ascribable to the fatty materials present on the 

surface. In particular, the C=O stretching band at 1736 cm-1, CH2 scissoring band at 1480 cm-1, 
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C-O stretching band at 1188 cm-1, and CH2 rocking band at 786 cm-1 were visible. In addition, 

the presence of calcium carbonate at 716 cm-1 and 879 cm-1 probably ascribable to 

atmospheric deposition, and calcium oxalates (band at 1331 cm-1) were also detected. After 

the gel application, only traces of calcium oxalates were still visible, while the other bands 

contributed to the organic coating were completely disappeared, no BD residues bands were 

observed, this result demonstrated the high efficiency of the proposed organogel system in 

removing the wax-based coating and without leaving solvent residues. 

 

Figure 2.13 Total reflection spectra collected from the Pulpito di Donatello on the treated area 

of with PHB-DMC/BD (3:1) gel a) before cleaning; b) after cleaning 

2.4.5 Discussion 

In this section, the evaluation of the cleaning efficiency of the gel was carried out on a 

standard bronze sample, which was melted and covered with a beeswax-based coating by 

restorers of Opificio delle Pietre Dure. An ad hoc analytical protocol was implemented to 

evaluate both the cleaning efficiency and the release of residues on the treated surfaces. 

µFTIR analysis demonstrated the performance for removal of the beeswax coating by the gel. 

BD residues after cleaning by gel and neat BD with cotton swab were quantified through 

GC-MS with the extraction method, after calculation, 0.15 ± 0.03 mg/cm2 amount of BD was 

presence on the neat BD treatment area, however no residue was detected after 

a) 

b) 
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PHB-DMC/BD gel cleaning, demonstrating the solvent retention ability of the gel. In order to 

evaluate the gel performances in cleaning of aged wax coating, the PHB-DMC/BD gel was 

finally applied on the Pulpito della Passione attributed to Donatello. Portable FTIR analysis 

showed the high efficiency of the proposed system in removing the wax-based coating, 

without leaving solvent residues. 
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Chapter 3 PHB gels combined with electrospun tissues for 

the removal of dammar varnish from paintings 

3.1 Introduction  

In the present research, electrospun fabrication mats were first time applied in conservation 

field to couple with green organogel of poly-3-hydroxybutyrate with γ-valerolactone 

(PHB-GVL gel) for removal of dammar coating from painting. Electrospinning is use of 

electric field to the droplet of fluid, leads to the droplet deformation and finally to the ejection 

of a charged jet from the tip of the cone accelerating towards the counter electrode leading to 

the formation of continuous fibers [134]. The fibers formed with a diameter of 50-500 nm, and 

the fibers morphology related to the fabrication parameters, including solution concentration, 

applied electric field strength, deposition distance and deposition time [135]. Electrospinning as 

a novel nanofiber-producing technology for producing fibre member with high surface area 

and flexible properties also including large surface area, small aperture, biocompatibility and 

perfect mechanical properties. Thanks to their properties they have been already used in 

pharmaceutical and engineering researches [4]. In the culture heritage field, electrospun 

membrane has been used for conservation of paper relics by directly covering a thin layer of 

PVDF fibres on paper surface, it can help to isolate the environment affect such as dust, water 

and mould, moreover, the porous able to provide the gases exchange between artwork and 

environment [136]. In this research, in order to improve the mechanical properties of 

organogels, as well as their cleaning efficacy, we proposed new gel composites based on the 

combination of electrospun polymer as PVA and nylon with PHB-based gels. 

3.2 Materials and methods 

Reagents  Grade of purity. Manufacturer 

γ-valerolactone (GVL) 99% Sigma-Aldrich 

poly-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) - Sigma-Aldrich 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 87-89% hydrolyzed Sigma-Aldrich 
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nylon - Sigma-Aldrich 

γ-butyrolactone ≥99% Sigma-Aldrich 

Rabbit glue - C.T.S 

Dammar  - Kremer 

Gypsum  - Phase Italia 

Red ochre - Kremer 

Optical microscopy in visible and ultraviolet light (Olympus Optical Microscope BX51, 

Tokyo, Japan) was applied on cross section before and after cleaning procedure to evaluate 

the thickness of varnish.  

Electrospinning tissues and gels morphology were observed with a Philips 515 scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Prior to SEM analysis, the 

gels were dried in oven at 40 °C, samples were sputter-coated with gold, this very thin gold 

layer made the surface electrically conducting, but it did not alter the fine features of the 

sample.   

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the thermal stabilities of, 

electrospinning mats, dry gels and fresh gels. The thermograms were recorded from room 

temperature to 700 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under N2 atmosphere on a TA 

Instruments TGA-Q500. 

The Single Cantilever is used for clamping the combined gels and PHB-GVL gel in one side 

and the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) is set to Controlled Force Mode. The 

dimensions of the prepared gels (length, width and thickness) were measured by a digital 

caliper with an accuracy of 1 μm and used by the DMA system during the initialization phase 

to calculate the initial stiffness of the samples. The gels were positioned in the machine at 

room temperature. The alignment of the sample was appropriate when the width of the 

specimens was parallel to the clamps/support. A good positioning is essential to avoid 

unsymmetrical loadings. The test parameters are same between the gels. 
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Headspace Solid Phase Microextraction (HS-SPME) sampling method was applied for 

extraction of GVL from painting mock-up (sampling a small painting fragment) for 

quantification the amount of cleaning agent residue after treatment.  

It consists in an equilibrium sampling method among the concentration of the analyte in the 

sample, in the headspace above the sample and in the polymer coating on the fiber. According 

to the partitioning equation of analytes between the sample matrix and the extraction medium 

(equation①), the amount of analyte absorbed by the coating at equilibrium is linearly related 

to its concentrations in the sample 

𝐧 =
𝑲𝒇𝒔𝑽𝒇𝑪𝟎𝑽𝒔

𝑲𝒇𝒔𝑽𝒇+𝑽𝒔
    ① 

Where n is the mass of an analyte absorbed by the coating; Vf and Vs are the volumes of the 

stationary phase (coating) and the sample, respectively; Kfs is the partition coefficient of the 

analyte between the coating and the sample matrix; and Co is the initial concentration of the 

analyte in the sample. 

In this research the sampling method HS-SPME was employed for the evaluation of solvent 

retention into the substrate after cleaning treatments. Analyses were performed by directly 

exposing a Carboxen-Polydimethylsiloxane (CAR/PDMS) fiber into the headspace of sealed 

vial containing the sample. The sample consisted in a fragment around 1.0 mg which 

collected from the surface of the painting mockup after 2 h and 24 h from cleaning treatments. 

Then the sample was placed into 20 mL HS vial, spiked with 1 μg of internal standard of 

γ-butyrolactone and sealed with a silicone/PTFE septa and aluminum cap (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.). The SPME fiber was inserted into the headspace vial and 

the sample was thermally heated to 150°C for 30 min. After reaching the extraction time, the 

fibre was inserted into the injector of a 5977 Agilent gas chromatograph connected to a 7820A 

Agilent quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, U.S.A.). 

Analytes were thermally desorbed at 250°C for 15 min and separated with a DB-FFAP polar 

column (30 m length, 0.25 mm i.d, 0.25 μm film thickness), using helium as carrier gas. The 

thermal program was: 100°C to 250°C at 10°C min
-1

. The abundances of the individual 

compounds were quantified from the m/z 86 for γ-butyrolactone, 100 for γ-valerolactone 

mass chromatograms. Calibration curves were performed for each solvent in the 
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concentration range 500-8000 ppm and were drawn by regression method. The areas 

corresponding to this range of concentration of standard solutions are in accordance with 

those obtained by sample measurements. The curves, obtained by applying the same 

procedure described above to standard solutions, showed a good linear response (R2 > 0.99) 

in the considered concentration range. 

Thermo Scientific Nicolet iN10 Infrared Microscope in total attenuated reflectance (ATR) 

mode was performed directly over the surface after treatment, without any sample preparation, 

in order to implement the non-invasive analysis for assess the cleaning efficiency and the 

residues after treatment. A Thermo Nicolet (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 

iN™10MX imaging microscope, fitted with a mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector 

cooled by liquid nitrogen, was used for spectroscopic analyses. Measurements were 

performed using a slide-on ATR objective, equipped with a conical germanium crystal, in the 

range 4000-675 cm-1, at a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 with 128 scans and an optical aperture 

of 150×150 μm. Spectroscopic analysis was performed on 3 different areas treated with the 

same cleaning procedure and 4 spectra were recorded before and after treatment. 

3.3 Electrospun combined organogel preparation and 

characterization 

3.3.1 Fabrication of PVA and nylon electrospun mats 

The electrospinning apparatus (figure 3.1), made in-house, was composed by a high voltage 

power supply (Spellman SL 50 P 10/CE/230), a medical syringe containing the polymeric 

solution that connected to a stainless steel blunt ended needle (inner diameter: 0.84 mm), and 

a grounded aluminum rotating mandrel as collector (length=12 cm, diameter=5 cm). The 

polymeric solution was dispensed through a teflon tube to the needle that was vertically 

placed on the collecting plate. The collecting time was set at 2-3 h to obtain handling mat. 

PVA was dissolved in EtOH/H2O (1/1 v/v) at a concentration of 10% and stirred until all the 

polymer dissolved in the solvent at room temperature. PVA electrospinning tissue was 

fabricated using the following conditions: applied voltage 16 kV, needle to collector distance 

18 cm, solution flow rate 1.5 mL/h, at room temperature and relative humidity RH 20-30%, 

the collecting time was 2 h. Nylon was dissolved in HFIP at a concentration of 20% and 
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stirred until all the polymer dissolved at room temperature. Nylon electrospinning tissue was 

fabricated using the following conditions: applied voltage 20 kV, needle to collector distance 

15 cm, solution flow rate 0.5 mL/h, at room temperature and relative humidity RH 20-30%, 

the collecting time was 3 h. All the electrospinning tissues obtained were kept in room 

temperature overnight in order to remove residual solvents. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of the basic setup for electrospun mat fabrication. The key 

components of the electrospun system including the grounded target (mandrel), high voltage 

source, injection syringe, and nozzle. Fiber deposition can be regulated by controlling the 

motion of the target mandrel and source solution with respect to one another. A rotating 

mandrel was used in our system as a ground target. A syringe mounted in a syringe pump was 

used as a reservoir for the electrospun source solution. The polarity of the system depicted in 

this image is arbitrary and, depending on the material to be processed, can be reversed [137]. 

3.3.2 Preparation of electrospun combined organogel 

The green gel was synthesized by solubilizing 300 mg poly-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) into 3 mL 

γ-valerolactone (GVL), in a closed vial, by stirring at 110 °C for 5 min in an oil bath, until all 

the PHB powder dissolved in the solution and became transparent (precursor gel solution), 

then cooled down to room temperature in a Petri dish, the thickness of gel is around 0.3 cm.  

PVA/PHB-GVL gel was synthesized by dropping 200 μL precursor PHB-GVL gel solution on 

a 1×1 cm square PVA electrospun mat, then covered another same size mat on the top, make a 
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slightly pressure, cooled down to room temperature.  

Nylon/PHB-GVL gel was synthesized by dropping 200 μL precursor PHB-GVL gel solution 

on a 1×1 cm square nylon electrospun mat, then placed another same size mat on the top, 

make a slightly pressure, cooled down to room temperature.  

3.3.3 Gel characterization 

3.3.3.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 

The TGA and DTG graphs of PHB-GVL fresh gel, PHB-GVL dry gel and pristine PHB are 

shown in Figure 3.2. There are two degradation steps that occurred in the TGA curves for 

PHB-GVL gels. In PHB-GVL fresh gel, the first degradation was referred to GVL solvent, 

and its weight loss was from 25 °C to 140 °C. The PHB contributed to the second degradation 

step, and the temperature for its weight loss was from 210 °C to 261 °C. The maximum 

decomposition temperature of GVL and PHB in PHB-GVL fresh gel was located at 129 °C 

and 244 °C respectively. By contrast, the maximum decomposition temperature of dry 

PHB-GVL gel was 246 °C, which mainly referred to PHB decomposition, the maximum 

decomposition temperature of PHB in gel was lower than the pristine PHB (264 °C), 

demonstrating the thermal stability was reduced maybe due to the chain scission during the 

gel formation process. 

 

Figure 3.2 a) TGA and b) DTG of (A) PHB-GVL fresh gel, (B) PHB-GVL dry gel and (C) 

pristine PHB  

The TGA and DTG of PVA/PHB-GVL fresh gel, PVA/PHB-GVL dry gel, pristine PHB and 
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PVA tissue are shown in Figure 3.3. There are nearly four degradation steps that occurred in 

the TGA curves for PVA/PHB-GVL fresh gel. In the fresh gel, the first degradation was 

referred to GVL solvent, and its weight loss was from 25 °C to 155 °C, in the dry gel, the first 

degradation also contributed to GVL, because of the presence of a few amount of GVL in the 

gel. The PHB polymer contributed to the second degradation step, and the temperature for its 

weight loss was from 202 °C to 241 °C. The last two degradation steps were from 210 °C to 

480 °C that attributed to the decomposition of the PVA tissue. In this region, from 210 °C to 

370 °C the structural degradation of the PVA tissue occurs, while the degradation above 

370 °C could be ascribed to the decomposition of the cleavage backbone of the carbonaceous 

matter. DTG curve showed the maximum decomposition temperature of PHB in the PVA 

combined gel was lower than pristine PHB which could because of the polymer chain scission 

occurred in the gel formation process [138]. Moreover, there is an overlap weight loss 

temperature region with PHB and PVA, which in this region both including the weight loss of 

PHB and PVA, this might also affect the maximum decomposition temperature of PHB in the 

combined gel. 

 

Figure 3.3 a) TGA and b) DTG of (A) PVA/PHB-GVL fresh gel, (B) PVA/PHB-GVL dry gel, 

(C) pristine PHB, and (D) PVA tissue 

The TGA and DTG of nylon/PHB-GVL fresh gel, nylon/PHB-GVL dry gel, pristine PHB and 

nylon tissue are shown in Figure 3.4. There are three degradation steps that occurred in the 

TGA curves for nylon combined gel. The first degradation was referred to GVL solvent in 

both combined gels, and its weight loss was from 25 °C to 142 °C. The second degradation 

step was observed at 191 °C to 270 °C which contributed to PHB polymer. The third 

degradation step was from 330 °C to 500 °C referred to the weight loss of nylon. DTG curve 
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showed the maximum decomposition temperature of nylon in combined gel has a slight 

decrease than the tissue alone, might be a result of the thermostability of nylon decreases 

during gel formation.  

 

Figure 3.4 a) TGA and b) DTG of (A) nylon/PHB-GVL fresh gel, (B) nylon/PHB-GVL dry 

gel, (C) pristine PHB, and (D) nylon tissue 

3.3.3.2 Scanning electron microscope 

The SEM morphology of PVA and nylon electrospun nanofibres, as well as the after 

immersion in hot GVL solvent for 1 min at 100 °C is shown in Figure 3.5. It can observed 

that all the two kind of samples exhibit long and randomly oriented ultrafine fibres, and the 

three-dimensional randomly arrayed fibrous mesh maintained the highly porous fibrous 

structure, with diameters ranging from hundreds of nanometers to approximately 1 μm. 

During the electrospun combined gel synthesis procedure, the hot precursor PHB-GVL gel 

solution can reach 100 °C, when in contact with the PVA and nylon mats. In order to 

understand if the fibre structure would change under extreme conditions, we immersed the 

PVA and nylon mats in a hot GVL solvent at 100 °C for 1 min. The SEM result showed that 

after the hot GVL solvent treatment, the morphology and diameter of the mats didn‟t have any 

change.  
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Figure 3.5 SEM micrographs of the obtained electrospun mats, a) different magnifications of 

PVA mat; b) nylon mat after immersion in hot GVL solvent; c) different magnifications of 

nylon mat; d) PVA mat after immersion in hot GVL solvent  

SEM images were obtained to characterize the morphology of air-dried gels which performed 

under oven at 40 °C conditions. In particular the air dried PHB-GVL gel and combined 

materials with PVA and Nylon were observed considering both the surface and the cross 

sections (figure 3.6). The PHB-GVL gel showed a relatively smooth surface (figure 3.6a) with 

many tiny random cracks without any pores, a fracture was observed which could be formed 

by the shrinkage during the drying process, fibre like microstructures were presence in 

between the fracture. Observing the surface of the PVA/PHB-GVL and nylon/PHB-GVL gel, 

the porous texture of the fibers are partly filled together tightly with the gel layer, showing a 

sandwich like structure (figure 3.6d and f). The rough surfaces with some deep and 

interconnected porous may seem to allow a bigger contact area between the gel and the 

varnish to be removed (figure 3.6c and e). Moreover, the different texture may favour the 

diffusion of the varnish components within the gel matrix during the cleaning process. 
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Figure 3.6 SEM micrographs of the gels, PHB-GVL gel a) surface and b) cross section; 

nylon/PHB-GVL gel c) surface and d) cross section; PVA/PHB-GVL gel e) surface and f) 

cross section 

3.3.3.3 Gel evaporation behaviour  

The solvent evaporation of the gels was studied through TGA to provide information about 

the solvent release and to understand the role played by the tissues plays in the combined 

materials. Combined gels and PHB-GVL gel were exposed at room temperature environment 

for 5 days, in the applied condition the weight loss can only be attributed to GVL evaporation 

process. An analytical balance was also used to check the weight changes during the exposure 

period. The results were resumed in table 3.1, the PVA/PHB-GVL gel, nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

and PHB-GVL gel weight loss is 40.6%, 57% and 14% respectively, which revealed that the 
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electrospun tissue could increase of the solvent release. These results were confirmed by the 

TGA analysis performed on the fresh gels and after 5 days exposure gels, as shown in figure 

3.7, the GVL content of PVA/PHB-GVL gel decreased from 90% to 83.6%, 39.8% of GVL 

has been evaporated in the process. The composition of GVL in nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

decreased from 88% to 84.2%, 56.1% GVL has been evaporated. While in the PHB-GVL gel 

only few changes of GVL composition from 91.2% to 89.7%, 14.1% of GVL has been 

evaporated during the 5 days evaporation. From these results, the electrospun combined 

materials appears more prone to speed up the solvent release at room temperature condition, 

indicating that the tissue lead to a faster solvent release due to the high surface area and rich 

of porous structure which could be observed in the SEM images. Generally, the slower of 

solvent release the lower of risk to the artworks, but an appropriate increase of solvent release 

in a controllable way could be more effective in cleaning of the varnish in particular the thick 

coating layer. This may for instance help to reduce the mechanical swab operation time result. 
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Figure 3.7 a) TGA of A) PVA/PHB-GVL fresh gel, B) PVA/PHB-GVL gel after 5 days 

exposure; b) TGA of A) nylon/PHB-GVL fresh gel, B) nylon/PHB-GVL gel after 5 days 

exposure; c) TGA of A) PHB-GVL fresh gel, B) PHB-GVL gel after 5 days exposure  
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Table 3.1 The weight loss change of different gels obtained by balance and TGA 

Gel Fresh gel 

GVL% 

Gel after 5 days 

GVL% 

Lost weight 

balance% 

Lost weight 

calculation% 
a
 

PVA/PHB-GVL 10.5 16.4 40.6 39.8 

Nylon/PHB-GVL 12.0 25.8 57.0 56.1 

PHB-GVL 8.8 10.3 14.0 14.1 

a 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑉𝐿 = 𝑚𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 × 𝑅𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑔𝑣𝑙 − 𝑚𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 𝑅𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑣𝑙  

mfresh is the fresh gel weight; Rfresh gvl is the ratio of GVL from TGA; mafter is the gel weight 

after 5 days; Rafter gvl is the ratio of GVL after 5 days from TGA 

3.3.3.4 Gel mechanical property 

The mechanical properties of the PHB-GVL gel and combined gels were investigated via 

Dynamic mechanical analysis. Figure 3.8 and 3.9 show the single cantilever test of the 

out-of-plane bending behavior. Force/displacement trend can suggest the relevant bending 

behavior between different gels. As it can be seen, with increasing of bending force, the 

displacement significantly increased which related to the curing ability of the material, the 

PHB-GVL gel was damaged when implemented a very low force (figure 3.8a), revealing a limited 

mechanical property. On the other hand, combined materials show better resistance to bending 

force (figure 3.8b and c), especially nylon/PHB-GVL gel showed the best flexural rigidity of all 

(figure 3.9a), demonstrated the good mechanical property of combined gels. 

 

Figure 3.8 single cantilever tests of a) PHB-GVL gel, b) nylon/PHB-GVL gel, c) PVA/PHB-GVL 
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gel 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Force-displacement curves of a) nylon/PHB-GVL gel, b) PVA/PHB-GVL gel, c) 

PHB-GVL gel 

3.3.4 Discussion 

In this investigation, the aim was to improve the mechanical property of the organogels to 

achieve a better application, a simple method implemented by combination of organogel with 

electrospun mat was proposed. In detail, the precursor solution of organogel dropped on the 

tissue serves as soak solution to immerse electrospun tissue which placed on the bottom and 

top. The porous of electrospun tissue were partly filled by the precursor gel solution, in which 

the precursor gel solution acted as a „„glue” to hold together the fibrous layers. The obtained 

combination gels showed an appearance of whitish, opaque and sandwich structure. Single 

cantilever tests of combined gels indicated a significant enhance of mechanical bending 

property over normal organogel. The SEM morphology showed the combined gels have 

irregular surfaces and various porous networks, which might be allow a larger contact area 

with varnish. TGA was applied for verifying the evaporation of the gels at room temperature 

condition which related to the solvent retention ability. The results showed the electrospun 

combined gels allowed to speed the solvent release, due to the high surface area and rich of 

porous structure which have been observed in the SEM images. The uncontrollable release in 

cleaning could induce serious risk to the artworks by swelling and leaching, however the 
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appropriate solvent release could control by application time and reach a more efficient 

cleaning result. The cleaning efficiency of different gels were evaluated on the standard 

samples and investigated in the next part. 

3.4 The cleaning work on painting for removal of dammar varnish 

3.4.1 Mock-ups preparation 

The mock-up was prepared according to traditional painting techniques, and nature aged over 

2.5 years before using. The preparation layer was made of gypsum and rabbit glue, dissolving 

1.0 g of animal glue in 5.0 mL of hot distilled water and mix with 6.0 g grinded gypsum. The 

pigment layer was obtained by dissolving 2.0 g red burnt ochre in 2.0 mL 10% w/w of rabbit 

glue solution. The varnish layer was prepared by dissolving 1.0 g dammar in 2.5 mL 

turpentine, a layer of mix dammar solvent was applied on the painting surface and drying 

under the room temperature. Two different thickness dammar layer coated painting mock-ups 

A and B were prepared with above recipe. The ATR spectra of dammar layer mock-ups were 

showed in figure 3.10 and the vibrational assignments were listed in table 3.2. The thickness 

of dammar layer was measured by observing the cross-section through optical microscope. 

The dammar layer was applied by brush, the thickness of dammar layer can‟t be homogenous 

everywhere, samples were taken from closing to the treatment area to get an average 

thickness of before cleaning. As shown in figure 3.11, the varnish on sample A was measured 

and the thicknesses are in the region of 17-25 μm, and the average thickness of sample B is 22 

μm. The varnish on sample B is thicker, the thicknesses are in the region of 32-51 μm and the 

average thickness of sample B is 40 μm. 
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Figure 3.10 ATR spectra of a) thin layer dammar covered glue tempera mock-up; b) thick 

layer dammar covered glue tempera mock-up  

Table 3.2 Principal vibrational assignments of all the glue tempera mock-ups 

thin layer dammar 

covered glue 

tempera mock-up 

Assignment thick layer dammar 

covered glue tempera 

mock-up 

Assignment 

3414 cm
-1 v O-H 3411 cm

-1 v O-H 

2936 cm
-1 va C-H2 2930 cm

-1 va C-H2 

2870 cm
-1 vs C-H2 2869 cm

-1 vs C-H2 

1703 cm
-1 v C=O 1703 cm

-1 v C=O 

1454 cm
-1 δ C-H2 1454 cm

-1 δ C-H2 

1382 cm
-1 δ C-H2 1383 cm

-1 δ C-H2 

1234 cm
-1 δ C=C 1237 cm

-1 δ C=C 

1165 cm
-1 v C-C ring 1178 cm

-1 v C-C ring 

1025 cm
-1 v C-C ring 1031 cm

-1 v C-C ring 

886 cm
-1 δ C=C 887 cm

-1 δ C=C 

816 cm
-1 v C-C-OH 808 cm

-1 v C-C-OH 

  771 cm
-1 v C-C ring 
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Figure 3.11 Cross-section microphotographs of glue paint reconstructions varnished with 

dammar, image under visible light (left) and image under UV illumination (right), a) mock-up 

A, b) mock-up B 

3.4.2 Evaluation the cleaning efficiency on mock-up 

Different thickness aged dammar layer mock-ups were investigated during the cleaning, the 

results allowed us to overview the performance of the combined gels and normal gel. The 

evaluation of the cleaning efficacy of the gel was carried out on two standard glue tempera 

painting samples, one coated with a thin layer of dammar around 20 μm (mock-up A), another 

one coated with a thicker layer of dammar around 40 μm (mock-up B). PHB-GVL gel, 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel and nylon/PHB-GVL gel were applied sandwiched in between two piece 

of rice paper or directly applied on the samples surface for 5 min, a light pressure provided a 

good adhesion of the gel with the treated area, then removed the gel and cleaned with three 

dry cotton swabs. The cleaning efficiency of PHB-GVL gel and electrospun combined gels 

were evaluated by FTIR-ATR directly on the surface after 24 h from treatment. Optical 

microscope was also used to check the cross section of dammar varnish before and after 

cleaning in visible and ultraviolet light mode.  
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3.4.2.1 Cleaning of thin dammar layer mock-up 

Mock-up A application without rice paper 

Results obtained by Optical microscope show a good performance for the removal of varnish 

after the application of PVA/PHB-GVL gel, nylon/PHB-GVL gel and PHB-GVL gel, all the 

fluorescence layers related to varnish layer completely disappeared (figure 3.12). The results 

were further investigated by ATR. 

 

Figure 3.12 Cross-section microphotographs of glue paint A reconstructions varnished with 

dammar, image under visible light (left) and image under UV illumination (right), (a) 

varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

ATR was performed on the areas before and after cleaning, as shown in figure 3.13, the 

diagnostic bands of dammar at 2936 cm-1 and 2870 cm-1 (C-H stretching), the C=O stretching 

band at 1703 cm-1, the C-H bending bands at 1454 cm-1 and 1382 cm-1, as well as the C-C ring 

bands at 1165 cm-1 and 1025 cm-1 were clearly observed on the mock-up before cleaning. 

While after cleaning by the gels, the characteristic C=O stretching band of dammar at 1703 

cm-1 was disappeared, the characteristic signals of the glue binder (mainly amide I and II at 

around 1650 cm-1, 1540 cm-1) were detected. However the characteristic band of GVL at 1767 

cm-1 was observed after cleaning by all gels, meaning that after cleaning redundant amount of 

solvent were released during the cleaning.  
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Figure 3.13 FTIR ATR spectra acquired on the surface of the dammar varnished mock-up A; 

(a) varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

Mock-up A application with rice paper 

Considering directly applied the gels on the mock-up surface, all the dammar varnish were 

completely removed, but the GVL residues were still observed after 24 h from the treatment. 

In this case, rice paper was selected for the further cleaning tests, rice paper usually served as 

a barrier could partly avoid the risk of PHB residues left on the treated surface and further to 

control the solvent release. 

As shown in figure 3.14, after cleaning by the electrospun combined gels and PHB-GVL gel, 

the characteristic C=O stretching band of dammar at 1703 cm-1 was disappeared, the 

characteristic signals of the glue binder (mainly amide I and II at around 1650 cm-1, 1540 cm-1) 

were detected, as observed in unvarnished areas. Moreover, no GVL and PHB residues were 

detected after cleaning. This result reflected the cleaning efficiency of the gels including 

electrospun combined gels and PHB-GVL gel. Results obtained by Optical microscope were 

also confirmed the good cleaning performance of combined gels and PHB-GVL gel (figure 

3.15), all the fluorescence layers related to varnish layer disappeared. The results have been 

confirmed by ATR investigation above, demonstrating all the synthesis gels were efficiency 
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for the removal of aged thinner layer of dammar varnish. There was no significant difference 

from the cleaning results between nylon and PVA combined gel and PHB-GVL gel. 

 

Figure 3.14 FTIR ATR spectra acquired on the surface of the dammar varnished mock-up A; 

(a) varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

 

Figure 3.15 Cross-section microphotographs of glue paint A reconstructions varnished with 

dammar, image under visible light (left) and image under UV illumination (right), (a) 

varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 
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3.4.2.2 Cleaning of thick dammar layer mock-up 

Mock-up B application without rice paper 

In order to test the capacity of electrospun combined gels for removal of thicker dammar 

varnish layer sample. Mock-up B which decorated with around 40 μm dammar varnish was 

selected for the cleaning treatment. PVA/PHB-GVL gel, nylon/PHB-GVL gel and PHB-GVL 

gel were directly applied on the samples surface for 5 min, a light pressure provided a good 

adhesion of the gel with the treated area, then removed the gel and cleaned with dry cotton 

swabs. The cleaning results were preliminary investigated by Optical microscope, 

cross-section samples‟ microphotographs including before and after treatment with various 

gels are shown in figure 3.16, all the fluorescence layers of dammar varnish disappeared after 

cleaning by PVA and nylon combined gel, demonstrated the good performance of electrospun 

combined gels for the removal of thick dammar coating. However, after same cleaning 

procedure by PHB-GVL, a part of fluorescence dammar components still present on the 

painting surface.  

 

Figure 3.16 Cross-section microphotographs of glue paint B reconstructions varnished with 

dammar, image under visible light (left) and image under UV illumination (right), (a) 

varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

The results were further confirmed by ATR, ATR crystal in direct contact with the mock-up 

surface after 24 h from the treatments. As shown in figure 3.17, after cleaning by PHB-GVL 

gel, the characteristic band of dammar at 1703 cm-1 (C=O stretching) is obviously reduced but 
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it is still present, and the band at 1770 cm-1 attributed to GVL (C=O stretching) was also 

visible, this result confirmed with the above optical microscope result indicated powerless 

cleaning of thicker aged dammar by PHB-GVL gel. It is noticeable, after cleaning by 

electrospun fibres combined gels, the dammar C=O stretching band at 1703 cm-1 was 

completely disappeared. In the meantime, no residue of GVL and PHB was observed, the glue 

binder characteristic bands of amide I at 1650 cm-1 and amide II at 1540 cm-1 were detected as 

observed in the unvarnished paint layer, demonstrating the high efficiency of the electrospun 

combined gel system in removing the dammar coating, without leaving solvent residues. 

 

Figure 3.17 FTIR ATR spectra acquired on the surface of the dammar varnished mock-up B, 

(a) an unvarnished area, (b) after PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (c) after nylon/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after 

PHB-GVL gel, (e) dammar varnish area 

In order to understand how the gel works during cleaning and why the electrospun tissue 

combined gel showed higher cleaning efficiency, SEM morphology was applied for further 

investigation, the gels both including PVA/PHB-GVL gel, nylon/PHB-GVL gel and 

PHB-GVL gel were collected before and after application and then air-dried under oven at 

40 °C condition. As shown in figure 3.18, after cleaning, the small spherical morphology 

which related to the dammar was observed on the gels‟ surface. It can be observed that while 

on the PHB-GVL gel the round particles are just adherent to the surface, forming a roughness 

of the wrinkled morphology during the drying process. As to the PVA/PHB-GVL gel and 
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nylon/PHB-GVL gel, the widespread adherent thick the dammar particles varnish covered not 

only on the surface but also get into the porous space between the fibres, moreover, the 

dammar particles accumulated to a thick film on the gel surface, which looks less wrinkle and 

more cracks, this could be due to the increasing of film thickness the reducing of the 

flexibility of the film surface, cracks formed when the tensile stress exceeds ultimate film 

strength during the drying process. This result suggested the rough and porous combined gels 

readily to adsorb more dammar than normal gel, it could be an important reason that the 

combined gels showed more efficiency for removal of dammar varnish, highlighting the 

important role of tissue played in the cleaning procedure. 

 

Figure 3.18 SEM micrographs of the dry gels after cleaning, a) PHB-GVL gel after 

application; b) large magnification of PHB-GVL gel after application; c) nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

after application; d) large magnification of nylon/PHB-GVL gel after application; e) 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel after application; f) large magnification of PVA/PHB-GVL gel after 
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application 

Mock-up B application with rice paper 

In this test, rice paper was applied with PHB-GVL gel and electrospun combined gel, in order 

to check the cleaning result when in presence of a barrier film between gel and painting 

surface. After cleaning (figure 3.19), dammar coating is clearly visible in the treatment area, 

all the three gels were unable to completely remove the thicker dammar in the presence of 

rice paper. For the further cleaning step, we length the application time of the gel, a second 

application for 5 minutes was also tested achieving a better removal of the varnish. The 

cleaning performance were achieved by analyses of fragments sampled before and after the 

cleaning procedures with Optical microscope both in visible and UV-Vis light (figure 3.20), 

we observed few fluorescence spots was still present after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, 

however, all the fluorescence layers of dammar varnish disappeared after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel and nylon/PHB-GVL gel, demonstrating the good efficiency of 

electrospun combined gels for removal of thick dammar coating over PHB-GVL gel, even in 

presence of the rice paper. Further investigations of the cleaning performance were 

characterized by FTIR microscopy in ATR mode (figure 3.21). The ATR results revealed that 

after length of the gel application time, the cleaning results improved a lot, the characteristic 

C=O stretching band of dammar at 1703 cm-1 was disappeared, the characteristic signals of 

the glue binder of amide I and II at around 1650 cm-1 and 1540 cm−1 were detected. Moreover, 

no GVL and PHB residues observed after cleaning. Comparison with the results of Optical 

microscope, dammar fluorescence was observed after cleaning PHB-GVL gel, but we failed 

to obtain the FTIR spectra of the dammar residue, this could be explained by the random 

selected test points didn‟t cover the dammar residue spots. On the other hand, there are only 

very few amount of dammar still present after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel. As a result, in the 

presence of rice paper, a thicker dammar coating can be removed by applying a total of 10 

minutes with electrospun tissue combined gels, for PHB-GVL gel, it would take longer time. 
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Figure 3.19 Photograph of mock-up B after cleaning by gels for 5 min with rice paper, red 

square represents the treatment area, a) after application of PHB-GVL gel; b) after application 

of nylon/PHB-GVL gel; c) after application of PVA/PHB-GVL gel; d) an area of dammar 

varnish completely be removed 

 

Figure 3.20 Cross-section microphotographs of glue paint B reconstructions varnished with 

dammar, image under visible light (left) and image under UV illumination (right), (a) 

varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 
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Figure 3.21 FTIR ATR spectra acquired on the surface of the dammar varnished mock-up B; 

(a) varnished area before cleaning, (b) after cleaning by PHB-GVL gel, (c) after cleaning by 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel, (d) after cleaning by nylon/PHB-GVL gel 

3.4.3 Evaluation the gel residues  

The residues left on the painting surface could lead to a series of adverse effects, in order to 

assess and control the risk to the original paint, it‟s necessary to detect the amount of residues. 

In this research, cleaning was performed on the thick dammar layer mock-up B by combined 

gels and PHB-GVL gel, since PHB-GVL gel was not able to remove all the varnish in the first 

5 min application, a second application of 5 min was implemented for a completely removal 

of the varnish. ATR was applied for evaluation the cleaning, in particular for the detection of 

GVL residues. Figure 3.22 showed the spectra after 2 h and 24 h from the treatments, most of 

the dammar was disappeared except in the PHB-GVL gel cleaning area, a small amount of 

dammar still presents related to the C=O stretching at 1704 cm-1. The GVL characteristic band 

at 1767 cm-1 was detected after 2 h from cleaning treatment, except PVA combined gel 

cleaning area, demonstrating the best solvent retention ability of PVA/PHB-GVL gel. After 24 

h from cleaning, GVL can‟t be detected in the PVA and nylon combined gels‟ cleaning areas, 

however, it can still be detected in the PHB-GVL gel cleaning area.  

HS-SPME was also applied to evaluate and quantitate the GVL component which left on the 

painting surface. With this aim, γ-butyrolactone (BL) was used for internal standard sample 
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because of its relative similar structure with GVL, a calibration curve was carried with the 

different ratio of concentration of GVL with 1000 ppm of BL and their areas ratio in GC-MS, 

they are linear relation with the slope of 0.1377 and intercept of 0.2254, the correlation 

coefficient square reached to 0.993 (figure 3.23). Afterwards, sampling a fragment in different 

gel treatment area, extraction of the analytes with carbon fiber, and then analyzed by GC-MC. 

The amount of residual GVL detected after 2 h and 24 h from the treatment are shown in table 

3.3. According to the result, the GVL residues tend to decrease with the time, 

nylon/PHB-GVL gel cleaned area showed a slightly higher amount of residues than 

PVA/PHB-GVL gel cleaned area after 2 h from treatment, whereas after 24 h from treatment 

only very small amount of residual was detected on the area cleaned by both combined gels, 

they reduced to the same negligible level, and the negligible amount residues are too low to 

be detected by FTIR-ATR. However, in the PHB-GVL gel cleaned area remained a 

significantly higher amount of residual than combined gels in particular after the double 

cleaning processes. This result revealed that PVA and nylon combined gels are more 

efficiency in the removal of the dammar varnish, not only showed performance in reducing 

the application time, but also showed a lower amount of solvent residues after completely 

removal of the varnish. 
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Figure 3.22 FTIR-ATR spectra acquired on the after cleaning area of the dammar varnished 

mock-up B; a) after 2 h from PHB-GVL gel application; b) after 24 h from PHB-GVL gel 

application; c) after 2 h from nylon/PHB-GVL gel application; d) after 24 h from 

nylon/PHB-GVL gel application; e) after 2 h from PVA/PHB-GVL gel application; f) after 24 
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h from PVA/PHB-GVL gel application 
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Figure 3.23 Calibration curve of GVL with internal standard BL; axis X represents the 

GC-MS peak area ratio of GVL and BL, axis Y represents the prepared GVL and BL 

concentration ratio 

Table 3.3 Amount of GVL residues (wt%) after 2 h, 24 h from the cleaning treatment. 

Cleaning system application wt% after 2 h wt% after 24 h 

PHB-GVL 10 min 0.54±0.06 0.34±0 

PHB-GVL 5 min 0.45±0.12 0.27±0.13 

PVA/PHB-GVL 5 min 0.16±0 0.14±0.02 

Nylon/PHB-GVL 5 min 0.27±0.03 0.17±0.02 

3.4.4 Discussion 

Electrospinning fabrication tissue was first time used to combine with organogel for cleaning 

purpose in cultural heritage field. The combined gels displayed both the advantages of 

nanometer scale tissue and organogel which reflected in mechanical property and cleaning 

efficiency aspects. The large porous and delicate microstructures of combined gels contain 

more space for loading the dammar which demonstrated by the SEM morphology of before 

and after gel application. In this case, the good performance of combined gels for removal of 

dammar varnish from painting mock-up has been described by optical microscope and 
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FTIR-ATR. Moreover, negligible solvent residues were detected by HS-SPME and 

guaranteed the safety to artworks. As a result, the new developed electrospinning combined 

organogels showed the advancements over normal organogel both in mechanical property and 

cleaning efficiency, which provided a new method to design advance gel cleaning system for 

conservation. 
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Chapter 4 DES-agar gel for the removal of proteinaceous 

coating from oil painting 

4.1 Introduction  

The removal of superficial layers on artworks including grease, dirty, various natural or 

synthetic varnishes that used in the past, is one of the most important tasks in conservation of 

heritage properties [1]. 

Thanks to the properties such as flexibility, versatility, natural produced and inherent adhesive 

properties, many proteinaceous materials including animal glue, egg, and casein from milk 

have traditionally been used for preparation of binders, coatings, and adhesives in painting or 

other artifacts [139]–[141]. 

Usually polar solvents, such as water, ethanol, ketones, aromatic and chlorinated 

hydrocarbons, can be used to solubilize the proteinaceous materilas [142]. But this kind of wet 

cleaning approach may induce drawbacks mainly owing to the unrestricted action of the 

solvent, which leads to its penetration into porous matrices, producing undesired phenomena, 

such as water could attaches to many inorganic pigments, and will infiltrate paint several 

particles deep in a short time and turned the oil milky with water clusters [124]. 

In the last decade, chemical and physical gels used for the removal of aged varnishes or 

coatings from artwork surfaces have gained considerable popularity, due to their control 

delivery of solvent ability. Recently, new kind of agar-gauze bacteria gel systems were 

developed for removal of proteinaceous [94]. However, limited attention has been devoted to 

the impact that such cleaning systems might have on the long application time and bacteria 

residues treatment. 

To introduce powerful and sustainable alternatives for cleaning artworks, a new 

biocompatible cleaning system for paintings based on the use of fully green components of 

the deep eutectic solvent (DES), which obtained with choline chloride and urea, mixed with 

agar was developed for removal of proteinaceous coating from oil painting. 

Deep eutectic solvents are salts formed from an eutectic mixture of acids and bases, they are 

characterized by a melting point much lower than either of the individual components [143]. As 

eco-friendly solvent, DESs have similar physical-chemical properties with common ionic 

liquids (ILs) and they have several advantages over traditional ILs such as low price, easy 
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storage and easy preparation [144]. DESs have been applied in many areas of chemistry, 

including catalysis and organic synthesis [145]–[147], separation technology [148], electrochemistry 

[149] and pharmaceutical [150] due to the excellent chemical-physical properties with low vapor 

pressure, non-flammability, good solubility and conductivity, wide electrochemical window 

and large liquid range [143],[144]. It has been already demonstrated the efficacy of DES for the 

extraction of proteins [148]. On these bases, an ongoing research work is currently aimed at 

developing a new green gel containing DES for the removal of proteinaceous coating from 

paintings. A good cleaning method should minimum effect the painting layer, in order to 

control the release of DES solvent during the cleaning procedure, an appropriate substance 

material should be selected to load the cleaning agent. Agar is a polysaccharide able to form 

rigid gels, it produces from marine seaweed of the red algae mainly tengusa and ogonori. 

Agar is composed of two types of polysaccharides, Agarose and Agaropectin. Agarose is a 

linear polymer made up of repeating units of agarobiose and enables to form gel, due to its 

high molecular weight (100.000-150.000 Daltons) and low percentage of sulphate groups 

(0.15%). We found in a certain condition, DES mixed with agar could produce a high viscous 

gel without any water addition. In this research, the new kind of rigid and peel able DES-agar 

gel was applied for removal of proteinaceous coating from oil painting.  

Moreover, a new nondestructive analytical technique was evaluated in this research for 

investigation of diffusion behavior with the cleaning agent in painting layer. It is widely 

known that the use of not confined solvents for the cleaning of paintings may produce 

negative effects towards the painting such as swelling, softening and thus affecting the optical 

and mechanical properties of the painting layer. The correct evaluation of solvent diffusion 

and retention into paint layers is of crucial importance in assessing new cleaning procedures. 

Here, we propose micro-Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (micro-SORS) as a valuable 

alternative non-destructive method to explore the diffusion of DES in painting.  

Micro-SORS Raman is a new technique was recently developed, the technique combines 

conventional macroscale SORS with microscopy permitting the non-invasively resolve thin, 

micrometre scale layers such as painted stratigraphy in the Cultural Heritage field and turbid 

stratified systems in polymer, catalytic, biological, biomedical and forensics sciences 
[151]–[153]

. 

Micro-SORS represents an essential tool in situations where a non-invasive molecular 

analysis is required, i.e. when dealing with precious, unique samples or objects in art field and 
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forensic science or in quality control processes to reduce time and costs in the manufacturing 

activity. 

In this research, egg tempera samples were selected as the substances instead of using the oil 

painting samples, mainly because of the oil painting has very high interference of background 

fluorescence which limited the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy, on the other hand, the DES 

residues can induce a long term effect with proteinaceous binder paint. In this case, DES 

solvent and DES-agar gel were selected for studying the presence and diffusion of DES in the 

egg tempera mock-up after wetting or simulation cleaning procedure.  

4.2 Materials and methods  

Reagents  Grade of purity. Manufacturer 

Choline Chloride  ≥98% Sigma-Aldrich 

Urea  99.0-100.5% Sigma-Aldrich 

Agar  

Rabbit glue 

Gypsum 

Red ochre 

- 

- 

- 

- 

C.T.S 

Phase, Bologna  

Zecchi 

Kremer 

Egg - Coop 

Rheology experiments were carried out on an Anton Paar Rheometer MCR 102 using a Cone 

plate configuration (23 mm diameter, 1 °). Experiments were performed at constant 

temperature of 28 °C controlled by the integrated Peltier system and a Julabo AWC100 

cooling system. A solvent trap (H‐PTD200) was used to avoid solvent evaporation during the 

measure. Frequency sweep measurements were carried out at 5% strain. The storage and loss 

moduli (G‟ and G‟‟, respectively) and complex viscosity were measured over the frequency 

range 0.01 to 100 s-1. Rheological measurements were performed on a set of 3 replicates for 

each type of gel system studied and the trend shows no significant differences. 

Optical microscopy in visible and ultraviolet light (Olympus Optical Microscope BX51, 
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Tokyo, Japan) was applied on cross section before and after cleaning procedure to evaluate 

the thickness of varnish. 

Thermo Scientific Nicolet iN10 Infrared Microscope in total attenuated reflectance (ATR) 

mode was performed directly over the surface after treatment, without any sample preparation, 

in order to implement the non-invasive analysis for assess the cleaning efficiency and the 

residues after treatment. A Thermo Nicolet (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), 

iN™10MX imaging microscope, fitted with a mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector 

cooled by liquid nitrogen, was used for spectroscopic analyses. Measurements were 

performed using a slide-on ATR objective, equipped with a conical germanium crystal, in the 

range 4000-675 cm-1, at a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 with 64 scans and an optical aperture 

of 150×150 μm. Spectroscopic analysis was performed on 3 different areas treated with the 

same cleaning procedure and 4 spectra were recorded before and after treatment. Moreover 

FTIR analyses in reflection-absorption spectroscopy (RAS) on gold sheet were performed for 

the analysis of DES, spreading a thin layer DES solvent on the gold sheet, with an Infrared 

Microscope Thermo Scientific Nicolet iN10MX was used in total reflection mode to record 

spectra in the range between 675 and 4000 cm-1, with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 with 64 

scans and an optical aperture of 150×150 μm.  

Micro SORS-Raman was using a Senterra dispersive Raman microscope (Bruker Optik 

GmbH) equipped with a Peltier cooled charge coupled device detector (1024 × 256 pixels) 

and a 785 nm excitation laser. The reference spectra of DES and painting mock-up were 

performed using a 20x objective, a laser power from 10 to 50 mW at the sample and an 

acquisition time ranging from 50 s to 100 s. The defocusing micro-SORS measurements were 

acquired at imaged and defocused positions moving the 20x objective away from the sample 

in z direction (from 50 to 800 µm of distance), using 10 mW laser power at the sample and an 

accumulation time of 100 s per spectrum. 

4.3 Gel preparation and characterization 

4.3.1 Synthesis of DES-agar gel 

The DES was synthesized by mixing hydrogen bond acceptor (Choline chloride) and 

hydrogen bonding donor (Urea), at the mole ratio 1:2 in a Petri dish. The mixture was stirred 
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at 100 °C for 5 min until a homogeneous colorless liquid was obtained. Then add agar in DES 

with the mass ratio of 1:10, and manually stirring until form the gel. 

4.3.2 Synthesis of EtOH-H2O/agar gel 

The EtOH-H2O/agar gel was synthesized by mixing 1.5 mL of ethanol and 1.5 mL of 

deionized water in a Petri dish, then add agar 100 mg in the solution, the mixture manually 

stirred at 70 °C for 4 min until form the homogeneous colourless gel. 

4.3.3 DES-agar gel characterization 

4.3.3.1 FTIR analysis 

FTIR in reflection-absorption spectroscopy (RAS) was performed to characterize DES by 

spreading a thin layer of DES liquid on a gold plate. From the spectrum (figure 4.1), the 

significant absorption bands of DES were observed at 3337 cm-1 (N-H stretching), 1660 cm-1 

(C=O stretching), 1613 cm-1 (N-H scissoring), 1477 cm-1 (CH2 bending), 1444 cm-1 (C-N 

stretching) and 785 cm
-1

 (N-H bending), the bands at 1163 cm
-1

 to 865 cm
-1

 are referred to 

C-N symmetric stretching. The investigation of DES with FTIR could helpful to recognize the 

potential residues after cleaning treatment.  

 

Figure 4.1 The FTIR spectrum of the deep eutectic solvent consists of choline chloride and 

urea 
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4.3.3.2 Rheological measurements 

The mechanical property of the DES-agar gel was investigated via rheological measurements. 

Figure 4.2 showed the complex viscosity as a function of the applied frequency. A significant 

linear decrease in complex viscosity was observed with increasing frequency. This means that 

the gel is in a very rigid condition. DES-agar gel displayed also a high storage modulus 

(figure 4.3), indicating good mechanical proprieties in terms of gel stiffness, allowing an easy 

handling and removal of the gel. The gels presented a gel-like behaviour and in all the cases 

storage modulus G‟ was higher than that of the loss modulus G‟‟. The storage modulus 

quantifies the elastic behavior of the gels, while the loss modulus shows the dissipation ability 

of the polymer network. This feature proves the ability of DES to form the gel, building a 3D 

network. The stiffness and rigidity are positively correlated with G‟ and G‟‟. The intersection 

of storage and loss modulus was observed with increasing the shear strain, over the shear 

strain of intersection, it losses the gel property and shows liquid condition. From the results, 

DES-agar gel is a rigid gel which could be easy to peel off and leave a low (up to none) extent 

of residues behind. 
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Figure 4.2 Storage (G‟) and loss modulus (G‟‟) as a function of shear strain for DES-agar gel 
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Figure 4.3 Complex viscosity as a function of frequency for DES-agar gel 

 

4.4 The cleaning work on painting 

4.4.1 Mock-ups preparation 

The oil painting mock-ups were selected for the investigation of cleaning efficiency of the 

new developed DES-agar gel system. The painting mock-ups composed by three layers 

including ground layer, painting layer and varnish layer. In detail, the ground layer was 

prepared by a mixture of gypsum and rabbit glue. First 1.0 g of glue was melted in hot water 

(5.0 mL), as soon as the solution was homogeneous, 6.0 g of gypsum were added and well 

mixed. Then brushed appropriate thickness mixture on wood board, after drying several 

minutes, a thin layer of glue closing (the well dissolved glue solution) was applied on the 

ground layer. Oil painted layer was prepared by adding 1.0 g of burnt ochre pigment to 0.5 

mL of linseed oil. Two kinds of proteinaceous coatings were applied over different binding 

media: whole egg and rabbit glue varnishes. Whole egg coating was composed by egg white, 

yolk, and water in a 1:1:1 (v/v) ratio. Glue coating was composed by mixing rabbit glue with 

water in a 1:10 (m/v) ratio. The ATR spectra of oil painting mock-up, whole egg covered oil 

painting and rabbit glue covered oil painting were shown in figure 4.4, and the vibrational 
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assignments were listed in table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.4 ATR spectra of a) oil painting mock-up; b) whole egg covered oil painting; c) 

rabbit glue covered oil painting 

 

Table 4.1 Principal vibrational assignments of all the mock-ups 

Oil 

painting 

mock-up 

Assignment Whole egg 

covered 

mock-up 

Assignment Glue 

covered 

mock-up  

Assignment 

2920 cm
-1 va C-H2 3280 cm

-1 v N-H 3288 cm
-1 v N-H 

2852 cm
-1 vs C-H2 2923 cm

-1 va C-H2 2923 cm
-1 va C-H2 

1736 cm
-1 v C=O 2853 cm

-1 vs C-H2 1633 cm
-1 v C=O amide I 

1460 cm
-1 δ CH2 1744 cm

-1 v C=O 1538 cm
-1 δ N-H2 and C-N 

amide II 

1415 cm
-1 wag(CH2)-CH2-C

O-O 

1640 cm
-1 v C=O 

amide I 

1449 cm
-1 δ C-H 

1376 cm
-1 wag(CH2) 1539 cm

-1 δ N-H2 and 

C-N amide 

II 

1403 cm
-1 wag(CH2)-CH2-C

O-O 

1163 cm
-1 va(C-O) 1455 cm

-1 δ C-H 1334 cm
-1 wag(CH2) 

1096 cm
-1 v Si-O 1378 cm

-1 wag(CH2) 1235 cm
-1 v C-O 
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784 cm
-1 v Si-O-Si 1234 cm

-1 v C-O 1081 cm
-1 v Si-O 

726 cm
-1 γ -(CH2)- 1162 cm

-1 va C-O   

  1080 cm
-1 v Si-O   

  702 cm
-1 wag N-H   

Egg tempera mock-ups were selected to characterize the diffusion behavior of the DES 

solvent. The mock-up was prepared according to traditional painting techniques. The ground 

layer was made of gypsum and rabbit glue, dissolving 1.0 g of animal glue in 5.0 mL of hot 

distilled water and mix with 6.0 g grinded gypsum. Painting layer was whole-egg tempera, 

briefly, a mixture of egg white, yolk, and water in a 1:1:1 (v/v) ratio, was used as binder and 

mixed with red ochre with ratio 1:1 (v/m). The preparation layer was made of gypsum and 

rabbit glue, dissolving 1.0 g of animal glue in 5.0 mL of hot distilled water and mix with 6.0 g 

grinded gypsum. The ATR spectrum of egg tempera mock-up was shown in figure 4.5, and 

the vibrational assignments were listed in table 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.5 ATR spectra of egg tempera mock-up 

Table 4.2 Principal vibrational assignments of all the egg tempera mock-ups 

Oil painting 

mock-up 

Assignment 

3290 cm-1 v N-H 

2924 cm-1 va C-H2 
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2854 cm-1 vs C-H2 

1742 cm-1 v C=O 

1651 cm-1 v C=O amide I 

1539 cm-1 δ N-H2 and C-N amide II 

1435 cm-1 δ C-H 

1029 cm-1 v Si-O 

874 cm-1 γ CO3
2- 

778 cm-1 v Si-O-Si 

699 cm-1 wag N-H 

4.4.2 EtOH-H2O/agar gel for the removal of residues 

The DES we used for cleaning is a kind of hardly volatile liquid consists of two salts by 

hydrogen bond, it‟s difficult to completely removal of only by mechanical cotton swab, other 

methods should be developed for an auxiliary cleaning. DES has good solubility in high polar 

solvents such as water, ethanol and methanol, however, the more volatile ethanol and 

methanol can‟t form gel with agar, in this case, water was selected to combine with ethanol to 

obtain a solution both enable to produce a gel with agar and good volatilization ability. The 

EtOH-H2O/agar gel shows good mechanical property with rigid and easy peel off advantages. 

The experiments were carried on the oil painting mock-up surface which already 

implemented DES wet cotton swab (1 wet cotton swab for wetting the surface) and dry cotton 

swabs (3 wet cotton swabs for cleaning the surface), figure 4.6 showed ATR spectra of after 

different EtOH-H2O/agar gel application time. Before the gel application, DES bands at 1676 

cm-1 (C=O stretching) and 1627 cm-1 (N-H scissoring) were clearly seen, after 2 min, 30 s and 

10 s gel application respectively, the DES characteristic bands disappeared, the results 

revealed that EtOH-H2O/agar gel showed good performance for cleaning the DES residues, 

with a shot application time (10 s) the DES residues could be completely removed. This 

strategy provided a powerful substance for removal of the potential DES residues in the 

cleaning process. 
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Figure 4.6 ATR spectra of EtOH/H2O-agar gel application for absorption DES residues, a) 

before EtOH/H2O-agar gel application; b) DES reference; c) after 2 min EtOH/H2O-agar gel 

application; d) after 30 s EtOH/H2O-agar gel application; e) after 10 s EtOH/H2O-agar gel 

application 

4.4.3 Evaluation the cleaning efficiency on mock-up  

Cleaning method was implemented by applying directly on the samples surface for 5 min, a 

light pressure provided a good adhesion of the gel with the treated area, then removed the gel 

and cleaned with dry cotton swabs. Based on the cleaning situation, three times repeat 

cleaning, totally 15 min treatment with dry cotton swabs and further 10 s application of 

EtOH-H2O/agar gel were established for proteinaceous coating removal. 

4.4.3.1 DES-agar gel for the removal of whole egg coating 

The oil painting mock-up decorated with whole egg coating was used for evaluating the 

cleaning efficiency of new green DES-agar gel system. In order to understand the cleaning 

performance of the gel, two cleaning strategies were applied for comparison: 1) application of 

DES-agar gel for 15 min; 2) application of DES-agar gel for 15 min and further with 

EtOH-H2O/agar gel for 10 s. We preliminary checked the cleaning by optical microscope both 

in visible and UV-Vis light (figure 4.7), four layers in different colour on the mock-up before 
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cleaning were observed, which including two layers of different brightness fluorescence layer 

that related to whole egg coating and suspending layer of oil binder. After cleaning by 

strategy 1), the UV-Vis light microphotograph clearly showed that surface bright fluorescence 

layer disappeared, only a thin layer of yellowish fluorescence layer presence which referred to 

suspending oil. This result revealed that DES-agar gel could removal of whole egg coating 

without damage painting layer. The same situation was observed after strategy 2) cleaning, 

the further 10 s of EtOH-H2O/agar gel application didn‟t change the appearance of the 

mock-up under optical microscope, and there are no difference be observed between the 

cleaning of strategy 1) and 2) from OM.  
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Figure 4.7 Cross-section microphotographs of glue painting reconstructions varnished with 

whole egg before and after cleaning, image under visible light (left) and image under UV 

illumination (right); a) before cleaning, b) after 15 min of DES-agar gel application, c) after 

15 min of DES-agar gel application and 10 s of EtOH-H2O/agar gel application, d) 

unvarnished area 

Further analyses before and after the cleaning were performed by the ATR microscopy. 

Promising results were obtained with the DES agar gel (Figure 4.8), the protein characteristic 
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bands of amide I and amide II at 1640 and 1539 cm-1 completely disappeared, while C=O 

stretching at 1738 cm-1 belong to oil obviously increased, this result revealed DES agar gel 

could removal of the whole egg coating. However after strategy 1) cleaning, we also detected 

the double band at 1659 (C=O stretching) and 1620 cm-1 (N-H scissoring) that attributed to 

DES, that‟s mean there are some residues of DES were left on the surface after DES agar gel 

cleaning. As shown in figure 4.8e, after strategy 2) cleaning with additional 10 s of 

EtOH-H2O/agar gel application, the ATR result showed that the DES double band at 1659 

and 1620 cm-1 disappeared, as observed in unvarnished area. As a result, the cleaning strategy 

2) showed better performance without left any DES residues on the surface. 

 

Figure 4.8 ATR spectra acquired on (a) DES reference, (b) before cleaning, (c) after 

DES-agar gel cleaning, (d) an unvarnished area, (e) after DES-agar gel+EtOH-H2O/agar gel 

cleaning 

4.4.3.2 DES-agar gel for the removal of glue coating 

Animal glue is another common used proteinaceous materials as binder or protective coating 

in the past, which producing from mammalian or fish collagen, mainly consists of gelatin and 

lower molecular weight residues of collagen, keratin, and elastin. They usually used in 

historic and artistic objects, such as painting ground, binders for pigments, and adhesives. 

Here the oil painting mock-up decorated with rabbit glue was selected for testing the cleaning 

efficiency of DES-agar gel system. Two cleaning strategies as the same as above removal of 
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whole egg coating were applied also, in detail, 1) application of DES-agar gel for 15 min; 2) 

application of DES-agar gel for 15 min and further with EtOH-H2O/agar gel for 10 s. After 

the gel application, optical Microscope with visible and UV-Vis light was used for 

preliminary characterization (figure 4.9), we can observe a significant yellowish coating 

fluorescence layer, however, it is difficult to distinguish the suspend oil layer and glue coating 

with both strategies, as shown in figure 4.9bc, the fluorescence layer reduced a lot, but still 

unable to know whether the glue coating be completely removed or not. ATR crystal directly 

applied on the treatment surface was useful to identify the components, as shown in figure 

4.10, after cleaning by strategy 1), the characterization bands of protein with amide I and 

amide II at 1640 and 1539 cm-1 were completely disappeared, the C=O stretching at 1738 

cm-1 related to oil came out, however the DES double band at 1666 and 1627 cm-1 was still 

present, demonstrating the DES residues were left on the surface after DES-agar application. 

Strategy 2) was also tested, as shown in figure 4.10d, after strategy 2) cleaning with 

additional 10 s of EtOH-H2O/agar gel application, the ATR result showed that the DES 

double band at 1666 and 1627 cm-1 disappeared, as observed in unvarnished area (figure 

4.10e). As the result, the cleaning strategy 2) is more efficiency and without left any DES 

residues on the surface. 
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Figure 4.9 Cross-section microphotographs of glue painting reconstructions varnished with 

glue before and after cleaning, image under visible light (left) and image under UV 

illumination (right); a) before cleaning, b) after 15 min of DES-agar gel application, c) after 

20 min of DES-agar gel application and 10 s of EtOH-H2O/agar gel application, d) 

unvarnished area 
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Figure 4.10 ATR spectra acquired on (a) DES reference, (b) before cleaning, (c) after 

DES-agar gel cleaning, (d) after DES-agar gel+EtOH-H2O/agar gel cleaning, (e) an 

unvarnished area 

4.4.4 Discussion 

Deep eutectic solvent (DES) was selected to serve as a cleaning agent for removal of 

proteinaceous coating, it‟s a new kind of eco-friendly solvent consists of the hydrogen bond 

acceptor (Choline chloride) and hydrogen bonding donor (Urea). Agar was found enable to 

form gel phase with DES in a heating and stirring condition. Rheological measurements 

showed DES-agar gel has good mechanical proprieties in terms of gel stiffness. The cleaning 

tests were performed on whole egg and rabbit glue decorated oil painting mock-ups. A 

cleaning strategy for removal of proteinaceous coating by using DES-agar gel with dry cotton 

swabs and 10 s EtOH-H2O/agar application was implemented. ATR and optical microscopy 

were applied for evaluation the cleaning efficiency and residues, the results revealed that DES 

agar gel could completely removal of the whole egg and glue coating without damage the 

painting layer, and no DES residues were left on the surface after the appropriate cleaning 

treatment. 
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4.5 Micro-SORS Raman for characterization DES diffusion behavior 

of sublayer 

Microspatially offset Raman spectroscopy (Micro SORS-Raman) is a new technique was 

recently developed for noninvasive characterization of the chemical composition of 

subsurface, the technique combines conventional macroscale SORS with microscopy 

permitting the study of micrometer-scale turbid layers such as painting [154]. Micro-SORS 

analysis enable directly performed on artworks with appropriate controlling the focus or 

defocus under Raman microscope objective, to obtain varying degree of the sub layer Raman 

signals, which avoid the traditional invasive cross-sectional sampling. 

The concept of defocusing micro-SORS is illustrated in Figure 4.11 for a two layer turbid 

system. The basic measurement relies on collecting at least two Raman spectra using a 

conventional Raman microscope. The first spectrum is acquired with the sample in a standard 

„imaged‟ position where conventional Raman microscopy would traditionally be performed to 

analyze the surface of the sample. Then, a second measurement is taken with the sample 

moved away from the microscope objective by a „defocusing distance Δz‟, to a so called 

„defocused‟ position [155]. 

 

Figure 4.11 Schematic of micro-SORS measurement consists of a) conventional Raman setup, 

b) defocusing 

Based on the previous study with our collaborator, the application of Micro-SORS for 

detecting the penetration depth of Paraloid B72 and cleaning agent DES on gypsum mock-up 

was evaluated. In brief, the Monte Carlo simulations were applied to study the micro-SORS 

signal of liquid which penetrated into the homogeneous mock-up with different degree of 
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defocusing. For simplicity, the concentration of the liquid is constant from mock-up surface to 

the diffusion depth and completely zero at a certain depth. This relative rough simplification 

of liquid concentration during penetration would typically apply on more complex situation, 

for evaluation the capacity of micro-SORS to distinguish the constant liquid concentration 

only with different penetration depth. The assumption defocusing SORS illumination and 

collection geometry, and simulations were carried out using a Monte Carlo code developed 

before [155]–[157]. From the simulation results, the penetration depth could be deduced from the 

fall of rate of the dependencies as shallower penetration depths yield faster decay of the 

enhancement factor with defocusing than for more deeply penetrated agents. In the latter 

experiments, Paraloid B72 and DES were applied on the gypsum mock-ups with brush and 

drop respectively, after treatment the mock-ups were defocusing with Micro-SORS, the 

results revealed the technique was capable of differentiating non-destructively different 

penetration depths of the products into the matrix. The penetrations are different with many 

factors such as the application time and the amount of application solvent. However, at this 

stage of the study, defocusing does not allow the determination of the absolute depth 

penetration reached by a solvent, instead it establishes if a solvent is more or is less deeply 

penetrated in a sample compared to another sample. 

The present work aims at studying the presence and diffusion of DES in the egg tempera 

painting mock-up in three different application processes: 1) after the application of a DES 

drop, 2) after a cleaning simulation performed with a DES wet cotton swab 3) after a cleaning 

simulation performed with DES-agar gel. Defocusing micro-SORS measurements were 

performed immediately after the drop application or the cleaning simulations (t0) and after 

two hours (t1). Many defocusing micro-SORS series were acquired at t0 and t1 to verify the 

reproducibility of the results. Here only the most representative outcomes are shown.  

4.5.1 The application of micro-SORS Raman for characterization DES diffusion 

In this research, DES was applied on an egg tempera mock-up by different ways for study the 

diffusion of liquid in painting sub layer, such as the most direct with spreading a drop of DES 

on the surface and simulation cleaning treatments. Before the application, the DES and 

painting mock-up were characterized by Raman without defocusing (Conventional Raman) 

respectively, in order to confirm the absorption bands between different materials and identify 
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the most characteristic band for distinguish each other.  

Painting mock-up Raman spectrum showed the presence of both pigment and binder 

components (figure 4.12), the most characteristic bands at 409 cm-1, 291 cm-1 and 224 cm-1 

referred to red ochre, and egg binder with broad bands distributed in the region between 1200 

and 1600 cm-1. Carbonates signals which attributed to calcite (1087 cm-1) and/or dolomite 

(1094 cm-1) were observed in some area of the painting, probably present in the red ochre 

pigment. DES Raman spectrum was shown in figure 4.12, the intensity bands at 1450 and 999 

cm-1 referred to C-N asymmetric and C-N symmetric stretching, respectively, were attributed 

to urea. Besides, the other C-N asymmetric stretching band at 956 cm-1 and C-N symmetric 

stretching band at 716 cm-1 were assigned to choline. 

The 716 cm-1 Raman band of DES and the 409 cm-1 band of red ochre were used for the 

calculation of the solvent-substrate ratio. The 716 cm-1 Raman band was selected because the 

other intense DES Raman band located 999 cm-1 partially overlaps the 1017-15 cm-1 band of 

anhydrite or the 1009 cm-1 band of gypsum, that are present in the preparation layer. The 409 

cm-1 Raman band was selected because it displays the most comparable features (in terms of 

intensity and band shape) with the DES Raman band.  

  

Figure 4.12 Reference Raman spectra of the painted mock-up and DES 

4.5.1.1 Application of DES drop on painting surface 

A drop of DES was spread on the mock up surface, two micro-SORS sequences have been 
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repeated starting from the same point at different times include a few seconds after the drop 

application (t0) and 2 hours later (t1). The defocusing micro-SORS measurements were 

acquired at imaged and defocused positions moving the 20x objective away from the sample 

in z direction. The same sequential measurements were repeated on different position, the 

most representative sequences are reported here.  

The imaged Raman spectrum acquired at t0 showed the presence of red ochre, egg (not shown) 

and DES. Normalizing the spectra to the red ochre band at 409 cm-1 (Figure 4.13), it is evident 

that the gradual incrementing of the defocusing micro-SORS distances, resulting in deeper 

probing, leads to a rapid relative decrease of DES Raman signal to that of the matrix. This is 

consistent with the fact that at this initial time DES is expected to be mainly distributed on the 

painting surface, however, due to the fact that the completion of the entire defocusing 

micro-SORS sequence took approximately 30 min, during the analysis time DES was 

partially penetrating into the sub-layer and this could also affect the observed relative 

intensity variations.  

 

Figure 4.13 a) Micro-SORS sequence acquired at t0 (started a few seconds after the 

application of DES drop on the painted mock-up), normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 

cm-1; The micro-SORS steps are indicated with colored values from imaged position to 700 

μm; b) Raman spectra acquired at t0 and t1 at imaged position of the painted mock-up, 

normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 cm-1
 

After 2 h from the drop application (t1), DES was completely absorbed and the diffusion 

process could be considered completed, a second micro-SORS sequence was acquired in the 

same area with t0. Firstly, the presence of calcite (1087 cm-1) which was covered by the DES 
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drop in the previous micro-SORS sequence, is now visible (Figure 4.13b) together with the 

1017 cm-1 Raman band ascribed to anhydrite, one of the ingredients of the preparation layer; 

moreover, the comparison between the imaged spectra acquired at t0 and t1 (Figure 4.13) 

provides the indication of a different intensity ratio between the red ochre signal and DES; at 

t1 this ratio dramatically alters, demonstrating that after 2 h a smaller amount of DES is 

present on the sample surface.  

To highlight the DES signal trends in the micro-SORS sequences, the DES/red ochre ratios 

were calculated (Figure 4.14). At t0, the fast DES/Red ochre decay rate is related to the fact 

that the solvent is mainly distributed on the sample surface. At t1, the 716 cm-1 band intensity 

is very low, reflecting on a small ratio value at imaged position. DES band is detected up to 

300 µm of defocusing distance, and the ratio calculated for all the defocusing micro-SORS 

steps at t1 shows similar values. This could indicate that DES has been adsorbed within the red 

ochre layer and the residual amount detectable with Raman is too low that it is not possible to 

monitor its distribution with micro-SORS. 

  

Figure 4.14 DES/ Red Ochre ratios of defocusing micro-SORS sequences acquired at t0 and t1 

4.5.1.2 DES solvent cleaning 

Cotton swab was wet with DES, and the cleaning was carried by rolling to wet a painting 

mock-up of 1 cm2, keep the wetting for 5 min and cleaned by other 2 dry cotton swabs. After 

the cotton swab cleaning, the imaged Raman spectrum acquired at t0 showed the presence of 

red ochre, egg (not shown), DES exhibited a less intense signal than in the drop experiment 
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(Figure 4.15). As observed in the drop case, the gradual increment of the defocusing 

micro-SORS distance leads to a rapid relative decrease of DES Raman signal to that of the 

matrix. This is consistent with the fact that at this initial time DES is expected to be mainly 

distributed on the sample surface. Differently from what is observed in the drop case, here the 

DES Raman bands are visible only up to 200 µm of defocusing micro-SORS distance, and 

this is related to the lower amount of DES on the surface. Moreover, in the last steps of 

defocusing micro-SORS, a 1009 cm-1 Raman band is visible. This band referred to gypsum, 

emerges from the preparation layer. At t1, the imaged spectrum showed an even weaker 716 

cm-1 DES Raman band compared to t0, and its 999 cm-1 band is overlapped by gypsum. The 

716 cm-1 band can be monitored up to 100 µm of defocusing micro-SORS, and the study of 

DES diffusion is therefore severely limited. The ratio plot in Figure 4.16 displays that at t1 

lower DES/Red ochre values are obtained, and this is related to the absorption of the solvent.  

 

Figure 4.15 a) Micro-SORS sequence acquired at t0 (started a few seconds after the 

application of DES drop on the painted mock-up), normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 

cm-1; The micro-SORS steps are indicated with colored values from imaged position to 200 

μm; b) Raman spectra acquired at t0 and t1 at imaged position of the painted mock-up, 

normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 cm-1  
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Figure 4.16 DES/ Red Ochre ratios of defocusing micro-SORS sequences acquired at t0 and t1 

4.5.1.3 DES agar gel cleaning  

Cleaning method was implemented by applying DES-agar gel directly on the samples surface 

for 5 min, then removed the gel and cleaned with 2 dry cotton swabs. In this research, double 

times cleaning, totally 10 min treatment with dry cotton swabs were performed due to there is 

no DES signal was detected after the first 5 min cleaning. After the gel application, at t0, the 

intensity of the DES 716 cm-1 Raman band is very weak and the 999 cm-1 Raman band is 

obscured by the 1009 cm-1 band of gypsum (preparation layer). When normalized to the red 

ochre at 409 cm-1, the DES Raman band showed a progressive decrease from the surface up to 

200 µm (Figure 4.17a); after this distance it was not visible anymore. At t1, a very low DES 

band (716 cm-1) can be distinguished only at imaged position (Figure 4.17b), whereas in the 

defocused spectra the Raman band cannot be distinguished anymore. In this case, the ratio 

values were not calculated due to the very low Raman band of DES. 
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Figure 4.17 a) Micro-SORS sequence acquired at t0 (started a few seconds after the 

application of DES drop on the painted mock-up), normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 

cm-1; The micro-SORS steps are indicated with colored values from imaged position to 200 

μm; b) Raman spectra acquired at t0 and t1 at imaged position of the painted mock-up, 

normalized to the red ochre signal at 409 cm-1 

4.5.2 Discussion 

In Figure 4.18, the conventional Raman spectra obtained at t0 and t1 in the three cases 

including drop of DES, DES cotton swab cleaning and DES-Agar gel cleaning, were 

compared to highlight the different intensity of DES Raman bands, related to the different 

amount of the solvent on the sample surface in the three situations: at t0 (Figure 4.18a) the 

DES drop provides the most intense DES bands; between the two cleaning techniques, the 

Agar gel cleaning provides a lower amount of solvent residues on the surface. At t1 (Figure 

4.18b), the DES Raman band (716 cm-1) is very low and the intensity of this band is similar in 

the spectra obtained in the three situations. This implies that, regardless to the initial amount 

of DES present on the sample surface, after the absorption process, the DES residues on the 

surface is barely detectable. Moreover, the very low intensity of the Raman band of DES at t1 

does not permit an exhaustive study of DES diffusion under the paint layer.  
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Figure 4.18 a) Conventional Raman spectra obtained at t0 and b) at t1 after the drop 

application, the cleaning with the cotton swab and with the Agar gel 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion  

Varnishes are widely applied for protection of artworks against dirt and mechanical damage, 

in the meantime, achieving the proper color saturation and gloss appearance. Various 

varnishes including nature produced and synthetic resins have been used in different periods. 

However the varnishes are the most vulnerable parts, due to they are directly exposed to the 

environment. Changes over time, varnishes undergo various aging processes, mainly 

oxidation, cross-linking, polymerization, degradation and yellowing. Degraded varnishes are 

usually removed with rather polar solvents, which have significant potential to damage the 

artworks by swelling and leaching in particular painting artworks. Since 1980s, aqueous gels 

were introduced for cleaning purpose in conservation field in order to retain the liquid 

cleaning agents and better control of the cleaning. As a result, many efforts have been focus 

on developing new gels cleaning system which together with different solvents, enzymes, 

micelles and surfactants, the advanced gels have been developed with high rigid and viscosity 

physical property, and showed advantages in easy operation and peelable, they can overcome 

the serious gel residues problem which widely present in the initial aqueous gels. From the 

species of cross-link, the gels could be divided into physical and chemical gels, the physical 

gels were usually developed by weak interaction driving force including hydrophobic, 

electrostatic, Van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds which formed between polymer 

chains and solvents. The chemical gels were cross-linked by covalent bands which provided 

strong 3D networks, thus showed outstanding performance in solvents retention and 

mechanical properties. After years of accumulation, gels were gradually mature, and become 

a widely recognized method for cleaning some delicate artworks. However, the cleaning 

always carries on indoor environment with long time handling chemicals, in this case, toxicity 

issue attracts more and more attentions, including but not limited to reduce environment 

pollution, protect restorers‟ health and safe to the artworks. However, up to now, the full green 

strategies for cleaning are still too less after the investigation. Recently, we have been 

reported biodegradable PHB based gels with GVL as solvent, for the removal of terpenic and 

synthetic varnishes from oil and water sensitive egg tempera paintings. This kind of fully 

green organogel can overcome the soft and sticky drawbacks of aqueous gels, enable readily 

peel off and leave negligible residues on the surface after the application. 
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In this thesis, three kind of new advanced green organogels were developed for various aged 

varnishes removal, including a ternary gel (PHB-DMC/BD) consists of PHB, dimethyl 

carbonate and biodiesel, the cleaning tests both evaluated on the mock-up prepared by the 

restorers of Opificio delle Pietre Dure (Florence) and the ancient precious indoor sculpture of 

Pulpito della Passione (1460 A.C.). FTIR and GC-MS analyses were implemented to 

investigate the efficiency of the gel and evaluate BD residues after the treatment. The results 

showed the good performance of the PHB-DMC/BD gel for the removal of fresh and aged 

beeswax coatings, avoiding problems related to solvent residues and ensuring safety for the 

works, as well the operators and the environment.  

Electrospun fabrication tissue has been the first attempt to couple with organogel for cleaning 

purpose in cultural heritage field. The combined gels displayed both the advantages of 

nanometer scale tissue and organogel, resulting in a significant enhance of mechanical 

bending property and surface microstructures. The results of cleaning tests indicated the 

combined gels have better cleaning efficiency than uncombined gel, and negligible residual 

was detected after cleaning treatments. These results would seem to suggest that the combined 

gels have higher contact surface and spaces promote the release of solvent and the loads of 

dammar during cleaning. As a result, the new developed electrospun combined organogels 

can provide helpful guidelines for the design of advance gel cleaning system. 

Deep eutectic solvent (DES) is a kind of eco-friendly solvent composed of a salt with a 

hydrogen bond donor at room temperature that has a lower melting point than either of the 

individual components. It has been demonstrated the efficiency for the extraction of proteins, 

in this cases, we developed a new green gel containing DES and agar (DES agar gel) for the 

removal of proteinaceous coating from paintings. DES agar gel has good mechanical property 

with high viscosity which easily peels off after treatment. The cleaning efficiency of 

DES-agar gel was tested on glue and whole egg coating painting mock-up, after DES-agar gel 

application, residues were further cleaned by a 10 s application with EtOH-H2O agar gel, 

FTIR and optical microscope analyses showed the gel enable to remove the proteinaceous 

coating without leaving residues. 

The development of multiscale and multitechnique nondestructive approaches for monitoring 

surface and sub layer properties of artworks after solvent or gel treatments are useful for 

assessing the composition and conservation state. These analyses also help to predict future 
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changes of the surface and to choose the best preservation conditions or the right restoration 

treatments. The diffusion of the solvent agents on the painting substance could induce the 

damage of leaching or swelling the painting layer, even lead to the complex reaction between 

different compositions. In this case, the penetration depth and distribution of the cleaning 

agents after the conservation treatments are important factors to assess the extent of the 

change processes and the efficacy of a cleaning system. In this research, the defocusing 

micro-SORS measurement as a valuable alternative non-destructive method was acquired on 

an egg tempera mock-up after DES drop, DES wet cotton swabs and DES-agar gel treatments. 

The 716 cm-1 Raman band of DES and the 409 cm-1 band of red ochre were used for the 

calculation of the solvent-substrate ratio, due to the intensity and without overlap with other 

components. As a result, the gradual increase of the defocusing micro-SORS distance leads to 

a rapid relative decrease of DES Raman signal, demonstrating the DES is mainly distributed 

on the sample surface, and always more than sub-layer. Among the different treatments, the 

DES-agar gel cleaning provides the lowest amount of solvent residues on the surface in the 

initial time, but after the absorption process, the DES residues on the surface are too few and 

barely detectable. 

In the future work, the real case studies should be performed to evaluate the cleaning 

efficiency of electrospinning mat combined gels and DES-agar gel, the real case studies could 

reflect the gels capacity for the removal of aged varnishes and determine whether it is suitable 

for cleaning valuable paintings. 
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